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Students Upset With Community Leaders

RCC's Dr. Kane Meets With Community On South African Trip
By Jean Denny

Members of the Black
community met with RCC
President Dr. Kane to hear his
explanation of why RCC Coach
Ted Banks and four Black
athletes attended track meets in
South Africa, a country which
has a sports boycott because of
its apartheid practices.
"If it had been interpreted
by members of the community
that I supported and endorsed
the decision of Coach Ted
Banks, I am deeply sorry," said
Kane in a written statement at
the Allen Chapel AME Church
in Riverside last Wednesday
night. He went on to say that he
was not in support of RCC
Coach Banks' decision to go to

South Africa but that decision
to grant Banks an unpaid leave
of absence was consistent with
the past policies.
Even though Black community leaders praised Kane for
attending the meeting, many
said that Kane shouldn't have
allowed Banks to go because the
issue of apartheid should not be
ignored.
Eunice Williamson, president of the local chapter of the
NAACP said, "The NAACP
has a lon g history of
demonstrating against apartheid." She said that she reaffinns her stand that these actions did not immune him
(Kane) from responsibility. She

added, "dollars signs had an
overwhelming effect ... was not
no good will mission."
''Our long standing support for NAACP remains
strong," said Lena Pearson of
Opportunities Industrializ.ation
Center (OIC), "We urge all

Riversiders to stand up with
NAACP. We don't condone
what's going on. A lot more
people should be involved
because it's not just Banks."
The Reverend Joseph H.
Forbes, Pastor of Allen Chapel
AME Church said, "We feel

very strongly about the apartheid system that exists and any
system of government that assist
this.,, He said he was very insensed and that it was not
enough to say it was wrong.
Forbes said, "Coach Banks felt
it was alright, felt secure enough

UC Riverside Official Named
To ''Who's Who In California''
William S. Ponder,
associate
director
of
Undergraduate Admissions at
the University of California,
Riverside has been selected to
appear in the 18th Edition of
"Who's Who In California."
Ponder is among 6,000
Californians of achievement
listed in the new volume. First
published in 1928, "Who's
Who In California" contains
biographi~l sketches of notable
Californians from the arts,
science, business, education,
law and government.
Ponder received a Certificate of Recognition from the
Society
for
having
demonstrated " outstanding
professional achievem ent,
superior leadership and exceptional service."
In addition to his professional responsibilities as one of
UC Riverside's chief admissions
officials, Ponder is a member of
the Building Commission of the
City of San Bernardino.
He also holds memberships

Democntic Presidential hopeful Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis Oeft) greets Illinois
State Controller Roland Burris whom be invited to attend the first presidential debate between
him and Re.,...bliciw Presidential randJdate George Bush. (Center) Is Dlinois State Sen~or Glenn
Posbanl. Bu'rris, tne first Black to &e elected to a statewide oftlee In Illinois, ls the highest ranking
Black on the Democratic National Committee, serving as vice chair.

William Ponder
in the California Black Faculty
and Staff Association, the National Association of College
Admission Counselors and the
Western Association of College
Admission Counselors.
Ponder earned his master's
degree in counseling at San
Diego State University on 1983
and his bachelor's degree in
music education, with a minor
in sociology, at San Diego State
University in 1972. He lives in
San Bernardino .

6th Ward Councilwoman's Son
Arrested On Drug Charges
George Willis Beauregard,
32, son of S.B. 6th Ward Council woman Valarie PopeLudlam, was arrested for investigation of possession of
marijuana for sale, possession
of cocaine for sale, resisting arrest, and battery on a police officer.
The arrest occured after a
motorcycle officer stopped a
1980 Dodge truck with exp1red
registration tags near Sixth anq
G streets about 10 a.m. Monday, ~ober 17, 1988. The
driver appeared to be under the
influence ofa drug and was asked to step out of the truck.
When he did, what appeared to
be small particles of marijuana
fell from his pant leg.
The officer smelled an
odor he though was marijuana
and searched the truck, where

he found several grams of a
substance that appeared to be
cocaine.
The driver was arrested.
During a more thorough search,
the officer found 55 grams of
rock cocaine valued at $5,CXX),
100 grams of marijuana valued
at $1,000 and more than $(,00 in
cash.
After he was handcuffed,
the driver fled from the motorcycle officer and a second officer. He ran a short distance,
then struggled with the officers
when they tried to subdue him.
During the struggle, the
driver kicked at one of the office rs. No injuries were
reported.
Beauregard, who was
taken to the county jail, was
released Tuesday after posting
bail of $10,<XX>.

Fight Japanese Racism
The Best Labels Are
'Made In The USA '
\\

.

in his position to take this
stand, that's what I'm reacting
to:"
Kane said, "According to
the District Legal Course, had I
denied Ted Banks the leave of
absence based on the fact that
he was going to South Africa, I
would have been in violation of
his individual rights."
But Rev. Dr. Jerry Louder,
Pastor of the New Jerusalem
Foursquare Gospel Church in
Riverside said, "To us this is
wrong. Sanctions do exist on
this matter. These are not our
opinions. We are acting upon
national policies."
Kane said that he did not
support Banks' decision to go to
South Africa but he did support
his right to go.
"Where is the sensitivity?"
asked Louder. "If we had went
to Moscow about 10 years ago
to do this, the entire nation
would have been in an uproar.
When it's a Black nation there is
no sensitivity. It's different
when we're dealing with Black
folk. "
The issue of the four Black
at hletes who accompanied
Banks was also a concern. In
one response Kane said m a
written statement that there was
no discussion of any of the
athletes accompanying the
Continued on Page A-5

Jesse Jackson Caught In Catch 22 Whether Dukakis Wins Or
Loses Don't Let Him Be Election Scapegoat
by Chester A. Higgins, NNPA News Editor
Washington, D.C. - Jesse
L. Jackson is caught smack dab
in the middle of Catch 22. He's
damned if he does or doesn't.
If Michael Dukakis wins
the presidency, Jackson will get
no credit for assisting in the vietory. If Gov. Dukakis loses, he
will be blamed as the single most
important factor contributing to
the loss. Already the fat is in the
fire.

Barbara Jordan, of all peopie, was the first to openly toss ii
there when she charged at the
National Press Club that
Jackson in fact was not exhibiting enough enthusiasm,
and thus , not persuading
enough Blacks to register and
vote. If he didn't get off his duff
and take care of business, all
would know who to blame for
the Democratic ticket's defeat.

This position is preposterous.
Those are not exactly her
words, but the trust and intent
were unmistakable. Jackson is a
Colossus in Seven League
boots, a High John The Conquerer who strides the earth to
the resonating beat of victorious
drums. So if Blacks do not
swarm to the polls in record
numbers at his behest to insure
the Democratic win, Jesse's at

Pickaninnies And Watermelons
The Latest Rage In Japanese Racism
Although a stonn of protest from Black America has led
to the removal of Black Sambo
merchandise and mannequins
from Japanese department
stores, a number of Japan's
finns have stepped in to fill the
"Sambo void," according to a
recent report in the Daily
Yomiuri,
a
Japan ese
newspaper.
A new line of postcards,
and other items, designed by
Peyton Market feat.uring
Pickaninnies and watennelon
designs have surfaced since the
controversy over the Sambo
mannequins, the newspaper
reports.
In one Japanese store,
an array of kitchenware,
towels, lighters, ashtrays,
T-shirts, calendars and stationary supplies are decorated
with grinning corn-rowed
pickaninnies. One coffee mug
portrays th ree r aggedy
pickaninnies, one standing on
an overturned washtub, the
other one eating an oversized
watennelon.
Also found at a Japanese
department store, according to
the Daily Yomiuri, is a black

doll which emits a high pitched
· wail from gigantic pink lips
when squeezed. The stuffed doll
is also outfitted with huge gold
hoops looping through its ears.
As with the Sambo models,
most Japanese see nothing
wrong with these products.
"There are white dolls too,

so it'a O.K. right?" asks Teru
Kase, 52, of Chibaken, Japan.
Indeed the newspaper
reports, white dolls, like Patty
and Jimmy are available. But
Patty and Jimmy go to school,
while Hannah and Bibinba, two
Black dolls, are rarely portrayed
continued on page A-3

Jackson May Attend Rally
In Inland Empire
Local Black elected official
and some community leaders
have joined hands to endorse
the Democratic ticket of Mike
Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen for
President and John Hobbs as a
write in candidate for the 66th
Assembly District.
"The past eight years of
Reagan/Bush reductions in vital
areas of domestic concerns is
pushi ng us to these endorsements for Dukakis. The
Republican dismal record in the
areas of Education, Housing,
Health Care, Civil Rights,
Drugs, and the Deficit is enough
for us to endorse Dukakis. We
have not even mentioned the
number of crooks that have

been indicted for swindling
mo ney
fro m
the
Govemment,the number of
soldiers killed in Beirut , the Iran
Contra Affair, or the infamous
"drug lord" Noreiga whom
Bush and Reagan allowed to
peddle drugs into our country,"
stated Hardy Brown, school
board trustee.
Community college trustee
Lois Carson said, "No Black,
Hispanic, or clear thinking
White should support or assist
Jerry Eaves in his efforts to
return to Sacramento." Carson
went on to say that Eaves is at
war with other Democrats over
the speakership of the State
Continued on Page B-1

Jesse Jackson

fault. He must have willed it.
Jackson vehemently denies he's
dogging it and points to a
backbreaking voter recruitment
schedule to prove it.
This has been a miserable
Democratic campaign. Since
before the Democratic Convention in Atlanta Jesse has been
fashioned into the villian of the
piece.
The media kept up the hue
and cry: "What Does Jesse
Want?" Dukakis contributed to
the disarray by waiting until the
eve of the convention before
naming his running mate and
failing to notify Jackson (many
believe he would not accept
anyway) of his choice.
This alienated a lot of
Blacks and the situation has
worsened as the Duke's inner
circle,
despite
the
Jackson/ Dukakis detente the
day before the Convention,
operated to keep Jackson at
arm's length. When Jackson's
voice and street smarts were
desperately needed in the dog
days immediately following the
convention, the inner Dukakis
circle was telling Jackson emContinued on Page A-2
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Editorial
Who Is To Blame For Japanese Success?
You've seen the L.A. Tunes ad on television about the people
who have no natural resources, but they sold us the cars, televisions,
cameras, and other gagets. In return they pve us high unemployment,
purcbaed 45 percent of downtown L.A., they control six of the ten
world's largest banks, and they own many major hotek. In many
areas they purchase, they force up the price of real estate forcing our
young people out of the home ownership market In metropolian areas.
In Riverside they are somewhat successful, especially In the five acre
Victoria Street area.
We are not blaming the Japanese. We purchase the products. We
blame the Americans, who would rather partidpate with nonAmericans than work with Black American dd7.ens.
We also blame Black Americans who continue to participate in
this type of business enterprise that continues to perpetuate racism,
high unemployment and the one-way trade apeement. Blacks are use
to one-way trade agreements because they take their money and spend
it with everyone, but their own. All this brlnp us to the Maruko Hotel
in San Bernardino. If we continue to prop ap this business with our
dollars, we deserve to be bit in the head by youth who have no Jobs, no
future, no role models, that teach us to help ourselves.

Letters To The Editor
Dear Hardy and Cheryl:
We just simply can not exp~ our gradtude in words, we
are overwhelmed with the concern you have for us. It Is so
heart wanning -to know that
there are some people like
yourself and staff who are very
much concerned for others.
Thank God for all of the
members of the Black Voice

To The Editor:
In response to Alan B.
Corbin's letter to the editor. It is
his opinion that the Corner's office was a "quiet but efficient
organization" before Ray Carrillo was elected. The previous
administration was not as quiet
and efficient as Mr. ~rbin
states in his letter. A few examples: 1) Carl Smith's sexual
harrassment scandal, paid by us
the County taxpayers 2) the hiring of unlicensed embalmers
and 3) Smith's perjury prosecution (Smith lied to the Grand
Jury when questioned about the
unlicensed embalmers).
For Mr. Corbin to hold the
opinion that he does, these examples are of little importance,
or he is unaware of the true
facts.
As to the current administration: when the mortuary and doctor violated the
law by shipping Liberace's body
to another country - blame Coroner Carrillo. When Saul Kent
refused to turn over his mothers
head to the Corner - WHEN A

News.
The article was done so
well I simply don't know what
to say, we thank you Cheryl,
Hardy and all of the Black
Voice News staff. We hope that
the llack Voice News continues
to grow in this community and
elsewhere. God Bless You!
Sincerely,
Roscoe & Bernice Burton

HOMICIDE
WAS
SUSPECTED - blame Coroner
Carrillo. When the Birdsalls,
hired by an independent
laboratory to do work for them,
were given pennission to do so
at their home - blame Coroner
Carrillo. When Dan Cupido
had Jack Cook sign a will on his
death bed, making Cupido executor and beneficiary of
Cook's estate - blame Coroner
Carrillo. When Dan Cupido
went over the morgue supervisor's head and ended up
releasing the wrong body to a
mortuary, let's again blame
Coroner Carrillo~
We should buy him a
broom so he can sweep all improprieties under the rug and
keep his office a quiet and efficient organization. If we don't
want an honest Coroner in office, let's tell him to look the
other way, keep quiet, stay
home and dodge the media.
Jesse D. Richarte
Indio, CA

BANKRUPTCY . .. .. ............. . .......... . .. $135
DIVORCE ................ . ................... $135
Evictions, adoptions, custody, restraining orders,
name change, wills, other problems. Open 9 to 9
7-days. 247-6828 247-6898 242-3989.

leave

it to chancer Enjoy
the beauty and splendor of a
perfectly groomed lawn and
garden area without all the
work. We're trained to know
how to care ~or your greenery!_

Why

WESTERN AMERICAN
Landscape & Mx

(714) 247-2861

Letters From Our Readers
Dear Black Voice News:
The Duka~is campaign
must dwell emphatically on the
following issues, if it is going to
be successful on FJection Day:
1. Investigating in our
children, schools, Day Care and
Educational advancement
·(Where was George when all the
cuts were made that effect
children)?
2. Woman's Rights - Right
to Otoose
3. Land, Air and Water
pollution (Where wm George
when the Protection Agencies
of the Gov't relaxed their
restrictions: and as the Radioactive leaks at the Nuclear Plant.
near Clncinnati, which has been
a hazard for years, and remains
this day and the Dept. of Energy
disregards the health of U.S.

Jackson's Catch-22
Continued from front page

phatically where and where not
to campaign fearing he would
alienate the "Bubba" (Southern
and Middlewestern White male
Reagan Democrats) voters.
In addition, no apparent
move was manifest to implemen t
terms
of
the
Jackson/Dukakis agreement: a
budget and transportation for
Jackson to carry out his voter
registration assignments and the
appointment of Jesse people to ·
policymaking positions on the
Democratic National Committee and in the top echelons of the
Duke's campaign staff.
And now, the Jews are
weighing in. A report out of
Chicago says the Republicans
ate using the Jewis~ fear M 1
Jackson to drive a wedge betr
ween them and the Democratic
party of which they have, next
to Blacks, been the most consistent and loyal supporters. Are
the Jews frightened of Jerry
Falwell and other firebreathing
religious fundamentalists?
Are they spooked (if you'll
pardon the reference) by the
reported Nazis in the Bush campaign? Or by President
Reagan's visit to that graveyard
in Gennany to "honor" those
buried there, including the Nazi
soldiers? Nope.
The one bugaboo in
America who scares the
daylights out of them is a mack
man named Jesse L. Jackson
who is open in his advocacy of a

!«,~~ffg
Know
iiiilla

Mandating "Gasohol":
In The Public Interest?
Proposals in Congress would
mandate the use of alcohol- ·
based fuels, such as ethanol
or methanol. Your legislators
in Washington need to know
your views on this issue as
soon as possible.
A free market should be allowed to determine the most
efficient and economic development and use of motor fuels,
including those containing alcohol blends, economists suggest. Government mandating
of motor fuels could disrupt
the market, reduce the choices
available to the consumer
and result in higher prices.
Studies suggest the energy
required to make ethanol fuel
from grain ia greater than the
energy which can be derived
from the final products, increasing our dependence on
foreign fuels. In addition, a
mandatory ethanol fuel program could force up the price
of gasoline dramatically, imposing on consumers costs of
up to seven cents more per
gallon.
What's your opinion on this
issue? You can let your legislators know by writing them ·
at the U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510 and the House
of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 20515.

'I

citizens)?
4. Stop the importation of
drugs and stop the exportation
of jobs. Pursue Noriega debacle
and the Bush undercover activities. Pursue the job security
for the American Worker.
5. Foreign Policy - the lack
of which bas denigrated the confidence of other Nations and
people. The Iran-Contra Affair,
which shows Bush, the fonner
CIA Bo~, for what be is. The
Greed of Adminstration Officials, who leave the government and use their positions and
knowledge to gain huge consulting fees from foreign
governments and foreign
businesses, at the expense of the
American Taxpayers. The complete disregard for the Blacks of
Palestinian homeland (with
secure Israeli borders) as a
means of bringing lasting peace
to the Middle East.
Like the legendary
Sisyphus cursed for revealing
Zeus' rape of Aegena to her
father, ·Jackson is forced over
and over again to labor up the
hill with the stone of antisemitism weighing him down,
despite repeated public
apologies for making the stupid
1984 private "Hymietown"
remark.
The Nation Magazine in an
October 3 editorial, Counting
the Jews, said official Jewry
holds it fire "when the
American establishment talks
anti-semitism, while emptying
vials of its anger over the
politically unrespectable.'' Thus
former Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff George Brown
was not chastised when he said
Jews own the banks and
newspapers in the U.S., nor
President Nixon whose tapes
revealed virulent anti-semitism,
nor Falwell, etc. The difference,
the Nation said, "is an alarmingly plain one" all of them
were "uncritical defenders of
anything the State of Israel
does. Jackson or any other
figure who is not sound on the
Holy State won't be forgiven.
They, the White establishment Democrats, some implacable Jewish groups and not
it seems some Blacks like Barbara Jordan who should know
better - are ganging up on Jesse.
He'll be damned, it seems, no
matter what he does in this election. He represents the aspirations of the overwhelming Black
community, and a large number
of other disaffected groups. But
contrary to popular belief, he is
not superman. He needs all the
support he can get.
We should not allow him
to become the scapegoat in this
election.

South Africa, who s fer and
die in their own country, at the
bands of the officials of the evil
union of South Africa (probably the most UNGODLY nation on earth).
The Adminstration of
Reagan and Bush bas a very
poor record on all of the above
issues. It is very difficult for me
to believe that the American
People can tolerate another 4

years of their negligent behavior
and complete disregard for our
children and the health of our
people.
Dukalds must take the offensive stand rather that the imposed defensive stand by the opposition, whose stand against
the above issues is well
documented.
Dr. Barnett Grier

(
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Dear Editor:
Con~an Brown is to
be commended for bis courage,
strength of chancter and good
sportsmanship. He, an incumbent, agreed to debate bis apponent over the issues in this fall's
election in a debate sponsored
by the League of Women
Voters. Congressman Brown,
the Democratic incumbent fo
the 36th District, is the only
local Incumbent who can be so
commended.
The Republican incumbent
fo the 35th District, Jerry Lewis,
follows the wishy-washy, wimpy
poHcy of the national ticket and
has even taken it one step further. He will not debate under
League of Women Voter rules.
He will not debate at all. And he
is taking it a step further in that
be is making no speeches, making no pubHc appearances where
be could be questioned by the
voters and refuses to give news
conferences for television interviews.
Mr. Lewis has been in Cong~ for nearly ten years. There
is no "Lewis Program," "Lewis
Act" or "Lewis Bill." If be bas
authored one major piece of
legislation in that time I'm not
aware ~fit.

The incumbent Republican
has, I believe, voted against
most people bi the 35th District
on many, many occasions while
in Cong~, I believe, he has
voted against our interests in
every possible situation to please
the political action committees
of special interests who reward
such voters with large contributions and generous fees for little
or nothing.
Jerry Lewis consistently
votes against the interests of the
elderly, the poor, the environment, education, women and
workers. In return be bas received thousands and thousands of
dollars from the insurance
utilities, the American Medical
Association, real estate
developers and others.
If be is convinced bis
behavior in office can stand
public scrutiny, if be really
believes his relationships with
insurance industry and other
special interest lobbyists are
ethical then come to the
. Feldman Ubrary in San Bernardino as George Brown did and
defend yourself.
Sincere\y Yours,
Paul Sweeney Candidate
35th Congressional District

Why The Maruko Hotel Is Wrong
Dear E'.ditor,
I'm a fonner employee of the Maruko Hotel. I've watched this
hotel hire and fire Black individuals for speaking out against the
poHcles, they have there•.•when a White person speaks out against that
same policy.
Secondly, I feel the justice that we as Black Individuals seek bas
been unfair. This hotel hires Black or minority individuals Just to give
the appearance that they have minorities. As soon as the government
or whoever turns their bead they fire those same persons.
Thirdly, the working conditions there are horrible. I've bad experience working in hotels and I know that the work should be a family type environment. You shouldn't have to worry what your ho~ is
going to say or do ...simply for disagreeing with the conditiolis•.•we
should have had rotated the.weeks•••you don't let your best worken
work nights when business is slower. The same individuals should not
have Saturday and Sunday off every week. It is unfair that I must
work 8 hours without lunch and if I take a lunch, I'm called back to
work because they don't hire enough people."
Why should we support a hotel when they are unfair. I don't support it and you shouldn't either.
Thanks,
Marcus Palmer

SUBSCRIBE
If you would like to receive THE VOICE NEWS directly to
your home week after week ...
Complete the form below and send it, along with $25 to the
address below•..

What A Bargain
A Quality Paper For Only $25 A Year!
Name
Address
City _ _ State
Telephone(
)

Zip

Mail to: Black Voice News, P.O.Box 15J1,
Riverside, California 92502.
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Community News
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School News: Good nutrition is
an important part of our educational program. It was mentioned to me by a group of students
at a presentation on October
14th at the Sunnymead School,
that food served to the Junior
High School students cost more
than what is charged Elementary School students for the
same amount of food and that it
had very little nutrition value. I
was unable to make contact
with personnel in charge of the
food service program at the
Sunnymead School. Perhaps ·
there is a misunderstanding, I
promised the students that I
would mention the concern in
this column. I am sure the administration would like to be
made aware of this type of situation where the students feel that
they are not getting what they
are paying for. We appreciate
youth that are not afraid to
speak out for what is right. This
is what makes America a great
country.
I attended an affair last Friday night given in honor of our
parting principal Mr. Otto. It
was an Hawaiian style party
with all the trimmings. Larry
Patrick and I went to pick-up

Create Your
Own Perks
Reprinted from
The Sacramento Bee
So there you are. Five days
a week, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., plus
overtime. Are you making the
most of it? Sacramento career
counselors offer the following
tips on how to make your job
work for you.
Develop A Career Path:
This is the unanimous consensus
of all the career counselors contacted, although they all used
different terms such as "overall
strategy, road map , goal
setting. " Know where you want
to go next, set long-range goals
and plans, know what you want
to be doing in the next five or ten
years, said Elsa Peck-Morrison,
national certified career
counselor. Once a clear career
path is established, changes can
be made to work toward the
goal. On the job you may be
able to make a lateral move (to a
position of equal status and pay
in a different department) or
even a backward move (a position of less importance or pay)
to gain new skills. Morrison
said a move to gain new skills
that fits into a overall career
p~an is never a backward move.
, If Things Aren't Going
S~oothly On The Job: Don't
make assumptions without
thoroughly checking out the
situation. " Many times people
fu;td our their perception of the
real situation is out of sync,"
said Sal Street, owner of Career
Dimensions. "Don't assume
things are working against
you," he added. "This is a
typical response when one starts
to feel low self-esteem on the
job."
Bored With Your Job? It's
more than likely that if you're
bored with your job, you don't
have enough of a challenge in
your work. Counselors suggest
Continued on Page B-2

.,)

seven church women, both lay
World Community Day,
and ordained, from Lynchburg,
observed on Friday, November
Virginia who brought a diversity
4, 1988, is an annual event that
of insights and background to
unites Protestant , Roman
the creative task of preparing
Catholic, Orthodox and other
both the service and the study
Christian women in a common
resources. Participating were
worship experience that this
three laywomen (two Roman
year affirms· the ministry of
By Charles Ledbetter
catholic and one Disciple of
"every woman" in the church.
Christ) and four clergywomen
Sponsored by Church Women
from the Presbyterian, United
United, this ecumenical service
Methodist Christian Church
• recognizes the many and varied
flowers at the Hemet Florist and
(Disciples of Christ) and Naministries women perform,
Nursery where I met Ken
tional Baptist Churches. This
within and outside of the
Nishino the owner of the florist
year's celebration was designed
organized church, that touch
· shop, and also the Mayor of
as a challenge to women to
families, friends and neighbors,
Hemet. We had a wonderful exrecognize and share the gifts of
the sick, elderly, hungry and
perience greeting each other in
their own individual minstries
destitute.
the Japanese language. He told
and to encourage one another to
Entitled, "Every Woman's
me of another Ledbetter who
utilize their gifts and talents to
Ministry," the World Commuilived in Hemet. I gave Ken a
the fullest.
·
ty Day materials were written by
copy of the Black Voice and I
!!
look forward to meeting this
other Ledbetter. We Ledbetters
If you are a Black Business or if you know of a Black Business in the
work together when we have the
Inland Empire, please let us know.
chance. By the way, we had a
Business Name _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
wonder ful ti me at Dora
Owner's Name _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _
Gilbert's place and gave Walter
Address._ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
Otto•a wonderful going away
State _ _ _ _ __,___ _ _ ,.LIIZip _ _ __ __ _ __
party.

...Pickaninnies
Continued from front page

Attention Black Businesses

,,

'

Three pickaninnies catch the wave on a gigantic watennelon on a
Japanese postcard.
by the racial stereotyping.
pursuing anything remotely
" Blacks are people right? So I
academic.
can understand their anger. I
However , attitudes in
think it's insulting.
Japan do seem to be changing
" Most Japanese people
although slowly.
think
that Black people are a litMasayo Yasuda, 28, a
tle frightening," says Yasuda.
Japanese housewife, sympathizes with the anger created

"There was a common
bond,"says Lt. Governor Lawrence
Douglas Wilder of Virginia,
speaking of his college experience."We all knew who we were
and where we needed to go, and
what we needed to do to get there."
Wilder, the nation's highest-ranking .Black elected state official '
..attnbutes that wor.ld,beating , ✓.... u:; 1. ;-:,•,
attitude-!o the irtspiring tote .~. . •,, · " .., -~
models·fie found at Virg'iriia tJH1ori'1!! ·,u
University, one of America's Black
colleges.
In an atmosphere of high
intellectual quality, young Douglas
Wilder discovered what he caJls
'
"the high possibility of the
individual." And following in a
tradition that has produced
outstanding scholars, professionals and public servants, he
went on to a brillant career as an
attorney, state senator and civic
activist. Is it any wonder that,
though they enroll only 20%of
Blackcollege students, Black colleges P-roduce 40%of Black colleg~
graduates?
When you're considering
colleges, doesn't it make sense to
consider the ones that educated
achievers like Lawrence Douglas
Wilder?Attending one could lead
to a great future.
America's Black Colleges
Are You Smart Enough To Go?

&11ti if 0 ]
- ~

w:,:

This food for thought is brought to you
by JELL-o• Brand Gelatin and Pudding,,
a supporter of America'.s
historically Black colleges.
~

General Foods Corporabon 1988
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Lifestyles/Leisure
Cyclists Tour For A Diabetes Cure

Isom & Isom Records Presents Gospel Recording Artists At P.A.C.T. Event
On Saturday, november 5,
P.A.C.T. (People Against
Childhood Trauma), will hold a
20 Mile Walk/Run at St.
Adelaides Church located at
27457 Baseline Ave. in San Bernardino. The walk starts at 8 .
a.m., all other events at 11 a.m.
and continues until 4 p.m.
P.A.C.T. is a non-profit
organization formed to help

stop abuse through public
education, free counseling of
victims and research the causes
of abuse and trauma.
Entertainment will be provided by Isom & Isom Records
with two gospel recording artist
Rebecca Burton performing at
11:30 a.m. and l p.m. Also
Searchlight will be performing
for one hour beginning at 1:30

Health News ·

Our

Bodies
by Ernest C. Levister, Jr.
M.D., F.A. C.P.

Ggarettes Have Something For Everyone, But It's
All Bad
With each drag on a
dgarette a concentrated dose of
nicotine is introduced into the
blood stream via the lungs and
hits the brain in a "nicotine
rush." It produces addidion by
providing an active sensation of
pleasure, by leading to fairly
severe discomfort durin~
withdrawal and by leaving the
smoker susceptible to craving
for years.
Passive smoking is the inhalation of sidestream smoke
from a cigarette or exhaled
smoke from a cigarette smoker.
Cigarettes reduce fertility
in women during their
childbearing years.
The fetal tobacco syndrome )las been proposed to

identify infants of low birth
weight and possible other
developmental failures attributed to cigarette smoking
during pregnancy.
A body of research is
building up to show that parental smoking, especially maternal
can reduce a child's lung capacity and predisposes the child to
chronic lung disease.
Several studies have shown
that infants under age 1 have a
significantly greater incident of
bronchitis and other lower
respiratory disease when one or
both parents smoke.
Children of smokers are
more likely to smoke.
Virtually all serious
smokers take up the habit bet-

p.m.
There is no charge for the
event. Crime dog McGruff and
Smokey the Bear will be present
with other stars from soap

operas such as "As The World
Turns," "All My Children,"
and others.
For additional information
call P.A.C.T. at (714) 888-7336.

ween the vulnerable ages of 12
and 18. Interestingly, this is
the timeframe when we assume
that our youth are not fully
competent to make important
decisions about their life.
The toxins from cigarettes
cause coronary artery spasms
resulting
in
angina,
dysrhythmia, heart attacks and
death.
Women under 50 who
smoke 11/: packs of cigarettes a
day run a five fold greater risk
of having a heart attack than
nonsmokers.
Cigarette smokers are more
susceptible to developing bronchitis, pneumonia, and other
lung infections.
Cigarette smoking is the
main cause of disability and
death from chronic obstructive
lung disease or emphysema.
There are 149,000 yearly
cases of lung cancer in the
United States. Eighty-five percent or more are directly attributable to cigarettes.
Thirteen out of fourteen
epidemiological studies offer
evidence of an elevated risk of
lung cancer from breathing someone else's tobacco smoke.
The incidence of lung
cancer in the female is on the rise
and in some states has surpassed
breast cancer. It parallels the increased incidence of cigarette
smoking in the woman.
The toxins from cigarettes
impact upon the arteries of our
legs and contribute to peripheral

vascular disease.
Blood circulation to the
brain is decreased in elderly people, but it improves within the
first year after quitting smoking.
Cigarette smoking is now
considered an independent risk
factor for a stroke.
Smokers arrive at old age
with a 20-30 percent less bone
mass than nonsmokers resulting
in a more fragile skeleton and
increased risk of fractures.
Smoking is responsible for
about one-third of all deaths
from coronary artery disease
and one-third of all cancer
deaths.
Per the surgeon general's
report in the United States
about 300,000 deaths a year are
caused by cigarettes.
Since 1964 the year of the
first surgeon general's report on
smoking, cigarettes have caused
around 6,000,000 deaths. In the
same period military operations
have accounted for 1 percent of
that number or 60,000 lives lost.
Cigarettes are the most
advertised commodity in the
United States. The tobacco industry pays approximately $40
annually per U.S. smoker for
advertising.
Cigarette advertising has
been targeted for billboards in
low income group areas, Black
and Hispanic neighborhoods. It
has been targeted for the print
media and radio stations appealing to these groups.
The flower of medicine is

On October 30, 1988 the
Inland Empire Chapter and
Orange County Chapter will
host the Hrst Annual Super Cycle Tour to raise money for
diabetes research and programs.
Inland Empire cyclists will
begin their 70 mile ride at 8:00
a.m. at Fairmount Park and
head towards Orange County
through north Riverside over
mostly flat terrian.

The Super Cycle Tour is
for experienced riders and the
cyclist must be at least 16 years
old to participate. The registration fee is $25. All riders must
have a minimum of $ISO in
pledges/donations to participate. Cyclists will receive a
Super Cycle Tour t-shirt.
Call for information. ADA
Inland Empire (714) 7884840.

prevention of disease. The
ultimate goal of the medical
profession is to work themselves
out of a job.
The reduction and elimination of addiction to cigarettes
from our children, our loved
ones, our friends and neighbors

across this land via education,
taxation, etc., will do more to
reduce health care costs and
profits in the health industry
than all of the rhetoric by our
leaders, legislatures and various
organiz.ations.
Think about it!

Sandi's Tidbits
Young Black men of the
Inland Empire are beginning to
practice for the Beautillion
which will be held the early part
of next year. When these young
men come to you, please give
them your financial support, its
a
good
educational
cause .. .Clementine Cospy is extremely ill and is back in the
hospital again. Please send daily
prayers for her speedy
recovery ...The Voice would like
to wish little Miss Natasha
Butler a Happy Birthday on October 24th. She will be 7 years
old ... Mrs. Gaye Caroline,
Lifelong Riversider will be
celebrating her birthday on October 27th ... Happy Birthday
goes out to Julia Gray on October 28th. She will be 9 years
old ... Park Avenue Baptist

Church observed Men's Day on
Sunday, October 23rd. The
speakers for the afternoon were
Bro. Morrell and Alvin Davis,
who grew up in Park Ave.,.and
former first baseman and
former Rookie of the Year for
the Seattle Mariners ... The
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Eta Nu Omega Chapter of the
Inland Empire will celebrate
their 28th chapter birthday this
Saturday, October 29th at the
home of Soror Belva
Holder. .. To all of you who are
celebrating birthdays, anniversaries or other special days or
events, The Voice extends their
best wishes. If you want special
days or events announced in the
paper, call Sandi at 784-6391.
Until next time remember,
"Don't Worry, Be Happy!"
Sandi McCoy

Q

There's excitement at- every t~n.
l~tr~:

James A. White,
President
~CABRIOLET

NOBODY HAS TO
TELL YOU HOW
TO SAVE MONEY!

ffi LINCOLN MAR~.Y~-~

3 Riverside Locations
Nationwide Service Warranty
3553 Merrill Ave.

5520 Van Buren Ave.

7726 California

(behind The Riverside Plaza)

(at Philben)

(across from Sears)

(714) 683-0570

(714) 359-8473

(714) 689-3721

HOURS:
Mon-Fri
Sat.

7:30-6:00
8:00-5:00

HOURS:
Mon-Fri
Sat.
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8:00-5:00
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Mon-Fri 7:30-6:00
Sat.
8:00-5:00
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1JusinessI Education
Conference On Black Culture And Criticism At Scripps College Kevin Martin Holds Computer Seminar "Beyond 1989"
Has Black experience and
culture been represented factually in writings by literary
critics and in films like "The
Color Purple"?
Questions such as this will
be expored when seven renowned Black authors and critics participate in a conference on
"Black Culture and Criticism"
at Scripps College in Claremont
November 3-4.
Representations of Black
culture in literature will be explored in talks at 9:30 a.m.,
November 4 by Carby and by
Deborah McDowell of the
University of Virginia. At 1

p.m. that day. Henry Louis
Gates Jr., the W.E.8. DuBois
Professor of Literature at Cornell University and a MacArthur Prize-winner, will discuss
the place of Black Literature
within literary traditions. His
talk will be followed by comments on contemporary Black
literature by Black novelists
Charles Johnson of the University of Washington and Sherley
Anne Williams of UC San
Diego.
A roundtable discussion
with all the participants, plus
Houchins and Elliott ButlerEvans of UC Santa Barbara,

will follow at 3:30 p.m.
The conference will open
at 7:30 p.m., Nov. 3 when
Charles Johnson, author of The
Sorcerer's Apprentice and Oxherding Tale, and Sherley
Williams, author of Des.sa Rose,
will give readings from their recent work .
AU the conference sessions
will be held in the Scripps College Humanities Auditorium
and are free and open to the
public. For more information,
call the Scripps College
Humanities Institute at (714)
621-8326.

San Bernardino Public School Report From Hardy L. Brown
At a recent meeting of the
Board of Education, a report
was made on a program offered
to help parents to be better
parents. The program is called
STEP-Systematic Training for
Effective Parenting. It is designed to assist parents to communicate better with their
youngsters and to enable them
to guide the child's development
and feel more confident about
the job they are doing as
parents.
One of my colleagues on
the Board, Larry Neigel, said he
would like to see every high
school graduate have some
similar training on the subject
of being an effective parent. He
has a point. In our lifetirne, we
get training in many areas of
life, but we may find ourselves
in our most important role - that
of being a parent and guiding
the development of the next
generation of citizens - pretty
much of our own.
earents who have taken the
seven sessions in the STEP program tell us that it made a real
difference in their homes. It
enabled them ,._to guide their

Hardy Brown is President of the
San Bernardino City Unified
School Board.

children effectively and saved
them a good deal of stress and
emotional turmoil at the same
time.
Our school district is very
interested in its orogram anq in
everything which helps and
develops the " whole child."
Educators know that success is a
long shot when they deal with a
child t hat doesn 't have
guidance, support, and encouragement at home. The
school district feels a respon-

sibility not only to work with today's parents in the interest of
today's student, but we know
we need to work with today's
student as tomorrow's parent.
On this subject we have a
top level citizen's committee appointed by the Board of Education working on framework for
a Family Life curriculum. This
committee, headed by Donna
Uhel, a teacher in the County
Schools' program for pregnant
girls, is scheduled to report to
the Board of Education within a
few months. The work of committee members has been very
sensitive, but interim reports encour age me in tha t the
members, who represents all
segments of the community, are
doing a thorough and
thoughtful job.
We are also operating some
adult education parenting
classes and we have some child
care centers working with
famil ies wi t h pre-school
children. If you would like some
more information about the
STEP program, you may contact Mrs. Janet Reynolds at
381 -1265.

The Personal Computer
market is changin$ rapidly and
growing more complicated all of
the time. To the new user, the
options are bewildering.
SHould you purchase an IBM
computer, a Macintosh, or wait
for the newest, latest, greatest?
If you already own a computer,
do you feel that you are getting
as much out of it as your
should? Whether you are purchasing a computer, or already
own one, you need personal,
practical, positive computer
knowledge!
"Beyond 1989: Practical
Computer Knowledge in a
Rapidly Changing World", is a
seminar focusing on helping the
new or potential computer
owner to purchase, install, and
effectively utilize and personal
computer system. Topics will in-

This seminar is presented
by Kevin Martin. A graduate of
John W. North High School
and Riverside Community College, Mr. Martin holds a
Bachelor of Science in Industrial
Engineering from Stanford
University and a Master's in
Business Administration from
UCLA.
He is a Personal Computer
Consultant/Trainer who has
worked for TransAmerica Corporation, Personal Computer
Engineer, and had numerous
other clients.

Kevin Martin
elude: Basic Computr Terms
and Concepts; The Game Plan
for Buying a Personal Computer; Setting Up and Using the
Personal Computer After Purchase; Growing as Your System
Grows and; Thoughts on the
Future: 1989 and Beyond.

RAF Grant
Applications
~ow Available

Lois Hill-Hale Joins Dukakis Staff
Lois Hill-Hale, President
of the Inglewood Board of
Trustees and member of the
Coalition of California Black
School Board Members has
joined the campaign staff of
Michael Dukakis as a Constituencies Director. She joins
other key Blacks who also serve.
"These high-level appointments exhibit a deep commitment to having our California
Presidential campaign reflect
the diversity of our party," said
Vern Watkins, Deputy Director
of
the
California
Dukakis/Bentsen campaign.
"The Black community plays an
important role in California,
and our votes will be crucial to
the victories of Michael
Dukakis, Leo McCarthy and

HOUIS:

RCC South Africa Issue ...

The seminar will take place
on Saturday, november 12, 1988
at 1-5 p.m. at the Canyon Q-est
Country Club, 975 Country
Club Dr. in Riverside. The price
is $25 which includes lunch. For
more information call 682-6000.

Guidelines and applications for the Riverside Arts
Foundation 1988-89 Donor
Grant Program are now
available to arts, cultural and
community-based organizations
in Riverside County that provide arts activities. Only groups
that have a base of operation in
Riverside County, have private
not-for-profit status (501-c-3)
through the Internal Revenue
Service, and have been providing services for three years
are eligible to apply.
Applications are due on
Friday, January 13, 1989 at 4001
Main Street.
For more information, call
Joan Wagner at (714) 782-5958
or Sandra Graves at (619)
327-1880.

Lois Hill-Hale
other Democrats."
Others named are Vern
Walkins, Beverly Greene, Linda
Greene, Debbie Taylor, and
Mary Ann Isles.

MON-FIii... . ........ .... U0-1:30
$AT.. .. .. ..... .. .. ..... 1:30-CLOSE
SUN ......... .. ....... 10:00-ClOSE

AU CAIi$ SUIJKT TO l'IIIOII $ALE$ PlUS TAX,

LICENSI I DOC FW ANO Al'NOVED CIIEDIT.
SALE ENDS l 2•13-17

Continued from front page

coach. In another statement he
said that each student made his
own decision to go.
"I have some problems
that Dr. Kane didn't know
whether students were going,"
said Ameal Moore, chairman of
the board of the Greater Riverside Area Urban League Formation Committee. "I have to
think that the next question for
Dr. Kane would have been: are
you taking anybody with you?"
Moore went on to say that he
felt the students were pawns in
the hands of Coach Banks and
that he was totally dissatisfied
with Kane's explanation.
Calling it an exploitation of
students, Dr. Dina Stallings, a
retired teacher from RCC said,
coach student relationship is
you don't say no to your
coach." Referring to the Black
athletes who went with Banks to
South Africa she said that the
students were there (RCq on
leans. They are promised
scholarships, said Stallings but
tffty don't have to pay loans
t,Jct, ''AU he (Banks) has to say
t, _wp're hot enrolled here
an,more. An Oil Company
front South Africa paid their
way and I wouldn't be surprised
if thAr tuition is paid when they
pt 1;,ack. She went on to say
~ ~, athletes are only enrollal jrl ~ysical education courses
with.~o academics and that she
felt. this trip is jeopardizing their

f'W'1J'Cs •
.Members of the two Black

coUqe unions present had two
conflicting views. Weyndell ArU'f, a sophomore at RCC and a
spokesman for its Progressive
Black Union said that though
his.group is opposed to apartJ\ejd, it does not call for the .
resignation of Kane. He said
Banks and the athletes should

be responsible for their own actions. But Terrance Charles, copresident of the African Student
Alliance at the University of
California in Riverside (UCR)
said, "we are outraged and
upset that our community
leaders let these things happen.''
Charles went on to say that
everyone should be made to
answer from the coach to his
supervisor to the president and
the people in the legislative
body.
Reverend Paul S. Munford, Pastor of Second Baptist
Church in Riverside said that he
thought it was most unfortunate
that athletes are caught in situations li ke this and that
leaders must be accountable for
their actions. He also had a
message for the youth at the
meeting. He said, "one of the
saddest tragedies is that even

Black people seem to have gotteti soft, young Blacks in particular. Our fathers and mothers
fought very, very hard to get us
where we are." Munford said
that the (RCC Progressive
Black) Student Union has a soft
position on this horrible
plight and should take a look
where they are at. He asked the
question, "Where would you be
if Reverend Leon Sullivan and
Martin Luther King Jr. were
soft?
Members of the Black
community thanked Dr. Kane
for attending the meeting and
Kane promised that after he
talks to Banks, who was
scheduled to return this week,
that he will respond in writing
by October 26, 1988. He also
added that when Coach Banks
returns, a full administrative
review will be conducted.

11101 GNTUL AYE.
CHINO

Need A Car?
CHINO HILLS FORD PRESENTS

THE DEAL
MUSTANG LX CONVERTIBLE

Rape Prevention Workshop To Be Held
According to FBI statistics,
one in three women in Southern
California will be raped once in
their life. One in four girls and
one in six boys will be sexually
assaulted before the age of eighteen. The Riverside Area Rape
Crisis Center provides counseling and support to victims and
their loved ones.
The Center also provides
prevention education programs
to the community of Riverside,

including Moreno Valley. On
November 2, 1988 from 6:30 to
9:00 p.m., the Riverside Area
Rape Crisis Center and the
Moreno Valley YWCA will be
providing a workshop to both
old and young women on the
"Awareness and Prevention of
Rapes." The class will be held at
the Moreno Valley Library. For
further information, please call
Tina Dean at 686-7273.

New Life Missionary Baptist Church To
Hold Revival
The New Life Missionary
Baptist Church will be conducting it's Pre-Thanksgiving
revival beginning November
15th thru November 18th at

7:00 p.m. each night. Elder
Butler from Baltimo re,
Maryland will be the guest
evangelist. Everyone is invited
to attend and be revived.

TEMPO GLS 4-DOOR

1. NEW OR USED CARS
2. FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC
3. ALL MAKES AND MODELS
4._NO CRE~IT; _!)AD CREDIT;
FIRST TIME BUYERS *
* NO MONEY DOWN

RANGER CUSTOM
. 4x2 REGULAR CAB

"Come see why Black Enterprise Magazine named
Chino Hills Ford one of the Top 100 Black owned &
operated Businesses in the United States. "
• On selected models on approved credit

'f.L LeJJDY Woods
President
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Religious
Munford Celebrates First Year
Second Baptist Church,
Riverside, celebrates pastor
Paul S. Munford's first year anniversary during a three-day
week observance beginning
November 2,3,4 and ending
Sunday, November 5. The
weekday evening services will
begin at 7 p.m. on Wednesday
and Thursday, 7:30 p.m. on Friday evening; and Sunday services at 10:15 a.m. and 4 p.m.
The theme, "Preach The
Word" (II Timothy 4:2) will be
observed by invited· locaJ area
ministers, their choirs and congregations, including the Rev.
Dr. Jerry Louder, New
Jerusalem Foursquare Church
on Wednesday; the Rev. Dr.
Larry Campbell, Park Avenue
Baptist Church on Thursday;
the Rev. Dr. John McReynolds,
Second Baptist Church, Santa

Deliverance Church of
Philadelphia, Pa. and father of
the honoree.
The Rev. Dr. Kenneth
Ulmer, Pastor of Faithful Central Baptist Church, Los
Angeles, will be the speaker at
the 4 p.m. service.
Pastor Munford is a native
of Trevose, Pennsylvania, and
former Pastor of Greater Zion
Baptist Church, Harrisburg
Pennsylvania. He was called to
pastor Second Baptist Church in
November, 1987 following the
retirement of the late Pastor

Emeritus, Dr. William Thomas
who had served Second Baptist
some 61 years.
Pastor Munford has been
conducting a successful Bible
Institute and the church
membership has increased some
100 members.
The public is invited to attend all services. Refreshments
will be served during a
Fellowship Hour in the Dr.
William Thomas Education
Center immediately following
the Sunday afternoon service.

Rev. Paul S. Munford
Ana, on Friday. The evening ·
devotional services will be led by
the'various auxiliaries ·o f Second
Hubbard's
Cupboard
Baptist Church, Riverside, with
Opened...
all services being held in the
The Father has bestowed
church sanctuary.
upon us a wealth of love in the
On Sunday, the 10:15 a.m.
manner that only the Father can
worship service message will be
do. What an honor that the
given by the Rev. Andrew MunFather has bestowed upon us to
ford, Pastor of Frankford
be called the sons of God.
And if you are to have and
Day"
hope at all, our hope lies in the
entity that calls us his children.
The message is this, that we
Sunday School attendance of
ought to love one another not as
400 on that day. Loveland ofCain did who slew his brother
fers a Sunday School program
because God himself first loved
for all age groups, from
us and in the personality of
preschool through senior
Jesus Christ he laid down his life
citizens. Special classes for
physically that we might live
women and youth are also
featured. Oasses meet at 8:00,
9:40, and 11:10 a.m.
The Celestial Choir of
Lo,veland Church is located
at the comer of Baseline and
Allen Chapel African Methodist
Episcopal Church, 4009, Tenth
Sierra Ave. in Fontana. For
more information, please call
and Locust Street, Riverside,
the church office at 829-0777.
California will sponsor Alexander Hamilton and the inspira-

Hubbard's Cupboard

eternally and we ought to lay
down our mental and our
material lives for the brethen.
We ought to be little children
and not love simply by word of
mouth but our love ought to exemplify itself in the deeds that
we do eliminating by the truth
of our lives that we live. And
this is the way - says the Holy
Bible in First John 3:19
that we know we are
following the truth. In simplicity we ought to love one another
for love is of God and love is
God and one that does not love
in deed and truth does not know
God.
Hubbard's Cupboard Oosed ...

Loveland's "Golden Harvest
To Feature Children's Musical
A special musical presentation by elementary Sunday
School children will be a feature
of Loveland Church's "Golden
Harvest Day", Sunday, October 30. This presentation will
take place at Loveland's 6 p.m.
evening service, which will also
feature a message by Rev. Elgin
Taylor of "Christians in
Action", Woodlake, CA.
"Golden Harvest Day" is
Loveland's thrust towards
greater Sunday School attendance. The goal is to reach a

Allen Chapel To Sponsor Concert

Revival To Be Held At New Hope
Missionary Baptist Church
It's revival time at the New
Hope Missionary Baptist
Church, 1575 W. 17th St., Dr.
LeMar Foster is the pastor.
Realizing the importance
of Soul-Saving, as the Mission
of the church, we have prayerfully, prepared a program of
preaching, praying, singing and
teaching for your Spiritual
Edification, and Development
of Good Christian Character.
Beginning Monday,
November 14, 1988 at 7 p.m.
through Friday, November 18,
1988, Dr. Donald Parson,
Mount Calvary Baptist Church,

Chicago will be preaching the
word of God nightly. Dr. Parson stands high in the field of
Evangelism. Many souls have
been saved through lµs ministry.
Don't miss these spirit
quickening, soul uplifting services. The choir will be singing
nightly. Bring your family arid
friends, saved and unsaved.
You will truly miss a blessing if
you fail to participate in this
great fellowship.
Everyone is welcome! We
solicit the prayers of the Christian Community daily at noon
for the success of our revival.

tional singers in Concert on October 30, 1988 at 4:00 p.m.
The public is invited to
come out and join in this
Spiritual program.

church world has told people to
"pray about your problems"
and yet many Christians do not
know "how to" pray and get
results. For example, Jesus said,
'' Come unto me all ye that labor
and are heavy laden, and I will
give you rest" (Matthew 11:28).
But how do we "come to
Jesus"? There are two ways:
one, through our prayers (communicating with God); two
through
our meditation and
Reginald Woods
study of God's Word.
Should I Continue To Help My
In essence, you need to
Relatives?
show or tell your relatives ' 'how
QUESTION: Dear Pastor
to" seek Jesus. Also, discern
Woods, What should I do when
whether or not they are sincere.
people (relatives) ask for advice
If they are, it is your Christian
on their life or personal relationresponsibility to continue to ofships and I tell them to seek the
fer them support. If we tum our
same advice? Should I continue_ backs on those in need, who will
to answer them or just say forget
help them? If they are not
it and let them go their own
sincere, don't waste your time.
way?
You can only help people wqo
Debra Flowers, S.B. CA
want help. Pray to God that He
shows you "how to" help them.
ANSWER: Sometimes it
takes more than just telling a
If you have a question you
person the solution to their prowould like answered , write
blems to really help them. Often
Pastor Reginald Woods, Life
we need to show them "how to"
Otanging Ministries, P.O. Box
apply the solution to their pro449, San Bernardino, CA
blems. For so many years the
92410.

~uesdons & Answers

Veterans Appreciation Day
The Mt. Zion Missionary
Baptist Church 2171 Lincoln
Ave. San Bernardino, Ca. is
sponsoring a celebration for
Veterans Friday, November 11 ,
1988 at 7:00 p.m. The Main
speaker will be CM Sgt. Robert
C. Shaw. Songs will be by

Mighty Kings of Harmony.
Veterans feel free to participate.
There will be food and awards!
Organizations wishing to participat e phone 889-51 44,
880-5492 or 875-8171. For information please call Mary Littlefield at 889-5144.

Catch The Power
Listen To:
The "Love Train" Gospel Show

11laadre Q;'oode11

with

)

Brother T.C. Lee, Host

~oca.frst
for afl
-

•

!,\ii

KDES-AM920
Sundays 5:45 am

OCCClSIOtJS-

sol~ ·y 1u110 acc~myo11Jrr..:,it ·
combo • 01· fu.ll band ·

•

to,P-tO,

, o,,t,,.,pgr-a.ry •

Jaiz , 1,1..u,
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son bernardino christian cenrre--~
CHU~H OF GOD
"Moltl<!< ~XCll'ng mhl!ty of !ho OU<!, of G o d ~ hdan"'

NfW Liff ,
MISSIONARY BAPTIST

CHURCH
1322 N. Muscott St.
, San Bernardino
; Rev. l!lljah S. Singletary.Pastor

YMCA To Hold Christmas Parade
The San Bernardino YMCA will be holding their 11th
Annual Children's Christmas
Parade on Saturday, December
3rd.
They are currently accep-

ORDER Of SERVICE
Sunday School

ting parade applications. If you
would like your group to be in
the parade, contact Beth
Gallagher at the YMCA
885-3268.

9:45 a.m.
11:00a.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Worship Service
tvenlng Service
New Life Bible Institute Class"10 I Mon.
Prayer meeting Tuesday
New Life Bible Institute Class 102 Tuesday

,.,..
Rev. Rodney & Karen Pearson

Would You Like Your Own
Christian Broadcast?
Gospel Express Ministry
bas time available for your ministry
rune Available:
Monday - Saturday 6 pm to 10 pm
Sunday 12 noon to 10 pm
Call 656-2580 for more information
Share the love of Jesus with others

Services Held At
Free Methodist Church
30th and Watennan
Sunday • 12:30 p.m.
Thursday - 7:00 p.m.

Maranatha Church
And Christian Ministries
510 Iildian Circle
Perris, California 92370
(714) 943-9267
Services
Sunday School
9:45 am
Morning Worship
11:00 am
lntercmory Prayer & Bible Study
lbunday 6:30 pm

Inspirational Singing & Music
Exciting Worship Services
Word Preaching with a Pentecostal Punch
p.o. box 5220 scr, bemcrdino, colifomio 92412

Ministering to the whole man
Rev. R. Funchm, Pimor

Listen To ...
INLAND EMPIRE'S BEST GOSPEL
On

Kevin Martin

KPRO 1570 AM (Riverside)

EXPANDING THE KINGDOM OF CHRIST

A
Cl~ iii=
w'Veallng

Telecommunications
Expert
Presents
Beyond 1989 Practical
Computer Knowledge

Prosperity,
and the Glory of God

J. L. Sabbath, Pastor
LIV- IN CHRIST CHRISTIAN CENTER

Hilton Hotel - Ontario
700 N. Haven Ave.

Canyon Crest
CountryQub
Saturday, November 12th
1-5 p.m.

RADIO PROGRAM - "No Want living In the Kingdom"

(714) 987-3184
OPENING SERVICE - Sunday, November 6, 1988
9:00a.m.

$25 (includes lunch)
John Sabbath

' i

Featuring
Rev. LeRoi Lacey
and
Josephine Birdsong-Lacey
Highway To Heaven
3-4 p. m.
Sunday
6-12 midnigh(
1

'

P.0. Box 56006
Riverside, CA 925 17

(714) 684-7017

'f l
I

---------
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Church Directory
DAMASCUS M.B. CHURCH
5360 Mission Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
Rev. Willie Patton, Pastor
(714) 682-3802
Order of Service
Sunday School
9:30 am
Mornin~ Worship
11:00 am
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesda)'
7:00 pm

Perris 5th Street Seventh Day
Adventist

300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. Donald G. King, Pastor
(714) 657-2798
Saturday Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Morning Worship
4:00 Adventist Youth
Program
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Maili~ Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 68~1580
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor
Saturday Services
9:15 Song Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Church Service
5:00 Adventist Youth Service

Holy Tabernacle Apostolic
Church Inc.
564 E. Baseline Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
Elder G. Williams, Pastor
Phone: 888-9071
You Are Welcome To Worship
With Us
Sunday School 9:45 am
Sunday Worship 11:15 am
unday Worship 7:00 pm
Tuesday Bible Class 7:00 pm
Wed. Pray & Mid Week Service

'Soul Saving And Deliverance
Church
'lf1.TJ W. Highland Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
Pastor, Christine Dearman
(714) 820-1106/887..o<J32
· Sunday Services
10:00 Sunday School
12:00 Morning Worship
Resurrected Temple
4482 Grove Avenue
.Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C. Conners, Pastor
. (714) 683-0405
Sunday Service
9:45 Sunday School
11 :30 Morning Worship
6:00 Y.P.W.W.
6:30 Evening Worship

Doctrine Of Christ Mission
1543 N. " E" St.
San Bernardino, CA
Elder Ernest Leflore, Pastor
Sunday Service
9:30 Church School
11 :00 Morning Worship
7:30 P.M. Praise Service
Wed. 7:30 P.M.
Prayer & Bible Study

Power House Church of God
In Christ

2843 l lth Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Elder K.C. McDowell, Pastor
(714) 684-6923
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 am ·
Morning Worship
11 :30am
YPWW
6:30pm
Tues. Bible aass
7:30 pm
Fri. Evan. Ser.
7:30 pm
Prayer
Tues. & Friday
12noon
Friendship Missionary Baptist
2962 Madison
Riverside, CA 92504
Rev. Jernigan, Pastor
(714) 688-8800
Sunday
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:00 Married Couples Ministry
6:30 Communion, Baptism (1st)

Good News Missionary Baptist
4104 Park Ave.
P.O. Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor
(714) 787-8667
Sunday Services
9:00 Song Praise Service
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
/ Second Baptist, Riverside
2911 9th Street
Rev. Paul S. Munford, Pastor

· Greater Faith Missionary Rapt.~
5559 Mission Blvd
Riverside, CA 92509
Rev. H. Bratton, Pastor
(714) 788-4500
Sunday
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Worship & Praise Service
7: 00 Wo men's Mini st ry
(lst,5th)
Men's Ministry (3rd,4th)
Greater 20th Century Baptist
5413 34th Street
, Riverside, CA 92509
· Rev. C. Harris, Pastor
(714) 686-5171
Sunday
9:30 Sunday ·
11:00 Morning Worship
6:00 Youth Meeting
7:00 Evangelistic Training
Anticoch Baptist
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
Leonard C. Coes Pastor
(714)688-7872
Sunday
9:00 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
Mt. Vernon Baptist
5296 24th Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Rev. c. Coleman, Pastor
(714) 684-2167
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
· 11:30 Morning Worship
6:00 Bible Study & Youth Mtg.

New Hope Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Dr. Lamar Foster, Pastor
(714) 887•2526 Church
Sunday Services
8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:30B.T.U.
. 7:00 Evening Service
Nursery Services PrQ".ided

(714) 684-7532
Sunday Services

Sunday School
9:15am
Devotional Services
10:15am
Morning Worship
10:30 am
Service for Praise
6:00 pm
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
7:00 p.m each Tuesday
Bible Institute

17421 VAN BUREN BLVD,
RIVERSIDE. CALIFORNIA 92504
7110-LIFE
780-SUS

(Woodcmt)

.IOIN US IN
PRAISE AND WORSHIP
NURSERY CARE
FOR ALL SERVICES
Informal)
( Attire Early Wonhlp - 8:00 a.m.

Sunday Service
9:00 Prayer of Consecration
9:30 Sunday School
10:45 Devotion & Worship
5:30 BYPU (1st)
6:00 Evening Worship

FREE Continental Breakfast
Served Following Service
Mid-Moralas Wonhlp - 9:15 a.•.

Includes Children's Church

ROBERT L. WILKS. .IR.
Pastor/ Founder

New Hope Baptist • Perris
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
(714)780-71 10
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship

Evealas Wonhlp - 6:00 P.••

A Gospel Music Show

Brother Hank Mance
Monday - Friday
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
A WEEKDAY SHOW

Second Baptist, Redlands
420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
Rev, A. Green, Pastor
(714) 793-1074
Sunday Services
9:00 Church School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:45 Communion (1st)

1570AMKPRO

Rubidoux Baptist
2890 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
Rev. E. Mccorkle, Pastor
(714) 781-8064
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship

AMOS TEMPLE CME
2719 11th Street
(714) 683-1 567

St: Paul :A.M.E~Church

United Methodist Ministry
20750 Haines Street
Mead Valley, CA
(714) 657-6792

Bethesda Miuionary Baptist
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Worship Hour

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, Calif. 92411
(714)887-1718

G. Mansfield Collins, Pastor
Bible & Prayer Service 10:30 am
(every Friday)
Sunday Worship Servk:e-11:00am·
Rev . Willie Formame
Sunday School·9:30am
District Superintendent
Vesper Service-7:30pm
Prayer-7:00pm
Wednesday Bible Study·7:00pm

WORSHIP SERVICES
SUNDAY
PRAYER AND PRAISE
SERVICE8AM
SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:30 AM
MORNING WORSHIP 11 AM
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 PM.

•"""t·,· ,
.

•

•

.

Worship Services

.

Morning Worship....... .... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School. ... .... .. .. . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . ... . . ... 11 :00 a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday. .. . ...... .. ... . 6:30 p.m.

Rev. Washington, Pastor

~

• • . . ..·.. i') "- .
.... i

.

,._

\1

4009 Locust Street at Tenth
Riverside, CA 92501
Telephone (714) 686-9406

Rev. Joseph Forbes

"Jesus Is Lord"
16888 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(71 4) 829-0777

.-

Life Changing
Ministries

, --.,._;__HALLELUJAH SERVICE .. ... . ..... .... 8: a.m
(7:45 Time of Praise)
PRAISE CELLEBRATION ....... ......... 9:30a.m
CATHEDRAL WORSHIP .. .. .... ...... .. 11:00a.m
THE GREAT FAMILY ASSEMBLY ...... .6: p.m.
Chuck Singleton,
Home Bible Studies/ Cell Groups
Pastor
(Los Angeles to Redlands)

Full Lighthouse
Gospel Church
San Bernardino, California

(714) 887-1227 / 887•3809

Listen To Bro. Roy
Call (714) 792-0951

K UOR

Gospel Radio
Sunday
Midnight
9

Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"

A.M.

89.1 FM

Sunday School
9:30A.M.
Morning Worship 11:00 A.M.
B.T.U.
5:00 P.M.
PRAYERAND
Wed.
BIBLE STUDY
7:00 P.M.
Rev. T.J. Gavins, Pastor
1S854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
350-9646

For God 's Good Ole

Gospel Music
Produced By:
Rev. H.H. Hubbard
Pastor of Redlands

Community Baptist Church

DELMAN HEIGHTS.
FOURSQUARE CHURCH
1890 W. 30th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405
887-3013/887-2538
Dr. & Mrs. Jules A. Nelson
Sunday
9:30AM Sunday School
11 :30AM Morning Worship
6:30PM Evange,istic Service
Tuesday·9AM-l:OO Fasting
and Prayer
Wednesday Night 7:30PM
Bible Study
Friday Night 7,S0PM
Fellowship Service
!Voice in the Wilderness Broad·
cast, Saturday 4-SPM
Call for Prayer, Prayer Line
Open 887-3013/887•2538

"Bible Teaching Church"
1168 N. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 381-4885
(Corntr of Watennan and Bastlillf)

Pastor Reginald Woods

u

Sunday Service - 10:00 am
Tuesday Night Bible Study · 7:00 pm

"Jesus Christ Will Change Your Life"
(2nd Corinthians 5: I7)

Community Baptist Church
Redlands
937 Clay Street
Redlands, CA 92374
Sunday Services
8:00 Sunday Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11;00 Sunday Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbard
Pastor

'I

I

Monl•s Worship - 11:15 ....

Includes Children's Church

Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist
5476 34th Street
Rubidoux, CA .
(714) 684-6480
Sunday Services .
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:00 BTU
6:00 Evening Worship
Rev. O.E. Jones

../

Lake Providence Missionary
Baptist Church
301 W. Sumner St.
(714) 674-4311
Lake Elsinore, CA 92330
Pastor Jonathan Brooks
Sunday Services
Mo,rning Worship
11:00am
Sunday Sch~!
9:30 am

UINE-LIFE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Mt. Moriah Baptist
18991 Mariposa Street
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. J. Hardy, Pastor
(714) 780-2240

Bibleway Missionary Baptist
20871 Hunter Street
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 657-4384
Pastor Ed Jenkins
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:00 Evening Worship

3153 N. Macy
Riverside Faith Temple
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riversi(\e, CA 92507
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors
(714) 788-0170
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:30 Evening Worship

St. John Baptist
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C. James, Pastor
(714) 784-<XXX>
Sunday Services
9:00 Early Morning Prayer
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:00 Evening Service
Park Avenue Baptist Church
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
(714) 684-8782
Sunday Service
9:20 Round Table Prayer
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
2060 University Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-9160
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
-Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 A.M.

\
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Entertainment I Sports
Michael St. John's Confidential File

Los ·Angeles Contemporary Dance Theater
The Cultural Arts Committee of the National Council
of Negro Women, Inland Empire Section is "off and running" again, crossing the finish
line in excellent form as they
storm the Inland Empire with
yet another thrilling episode in
their Black Artists In View
series.
In recognition of Black
performing arts, NCNW (a
non-profit organiz.ation) is proud to present the Los Angeles
Contemporary Dance Theater
(LACDT), appearing live for
one night only on Saturday,
November 19, 1988 at 8:00 p.m.
at the Sturges Thea~er, 780 N.
"E" Street, in San Bernardino.
Tickets for LACDT are
currently on sale for $20 each
and can be obtained by calling
the National Council of Negro
Women at 874-(i(X)(), Monday
thru Friday, between the hours
of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
There will be no tickets sold at
the door and seating is limited.
So circle November 19th
on your calendar, and don't
miss the opportunity to witness
one of the most spellbinding
performances in modem Black
dance theater.
For more information call,
874-(i(X)(). A cast reception will

the performance.

be held immediately following

more discreet. Word has it that
Lionel's girlfriend, Diane Alexander is ready to reopen her
door to him anytime he wants to
come back to her. She has even
rented a hideout apartment in
the Hollywood Hills. After all,
she doesn't want another pounding from Richie's wife.
Contrary to reports, Lisa
Bonet and boss 11D Cosby got
along beautifully while filming
the four episodes she appeared
in. After all, he's the one who
gave her the opportunity she enjoys today. Cosby is a no
nonsense guy who can turn off

Stevie Wonder's mom is
joining the school of other celeb
mothers who are writing books
about their famous kids. Ms.
Wonder says that she will reveal
Stevie's early battle to be
recognized · as a marketable
singer. His true relationship
with Motown. How he was
raped by a certain Motown
super star singer and her own
relationship with the singing
star. She's calling the book "My
Son, the Wonder Boy."
Cree Summer, the newest
girl on the "Different World"
series, says that working under
the direction of Debbie Allen
has been a delight. "She's very
clear with her ideas, and she fully understands actors. Because
of Debbie, we're ahead of
schedule."
Yes, it's true that Lionel
Richie is back with his wife,
Brenda. But it's no surprise
since a bitter divorce
would have left Lionel
with a half empty checkbook.
Brenda has let it be known that
she will never be able to trust her
singer hubby again. She loves
him, but that's it. As for Lionel,
he's become too materialistic to
risk everything. And even
though it's believed that he'll
never stop womanizing, he'll be

the charm just as easily as he can
turn it on. Lisa knows this from
her earlier experience on his
show.
What is happening with
Philip-Michael Thomas?
Nobody knows. Since Don
Johnson has emerged as the only marketable star from the
series, Thomas has been hiding
in the shadows. There are no
scripts being offered him, and
he seems to be poison for any
record company. How sad.
Well that's it America - and
goodbye "JJ" wherever you
are!

00

'

Rock Barry's Top 10 Singles
1. Anita Baker .... . . . ......... Giving You The Best That I've Got
2. l)e La Soul .•. . . . .. ................................. Jenifa

3. Luther Vaodross . . . .... . . . ... • ... . . .. ...... . ..... Any Love
4. Cameo . .. . .. . ..... . .......... . .. . . . .. . You Make Me Work
5. Today ........ . .. . , .. .. .. . ..... ... ... .. ....... .llinl Or Me
6. Karen White . . . . ...... . .............. The Way You Love Me
7. Angela Bordi .. .. ................ .. ... . . IJust Want To Stop
8. Cherelle ...•.. . .. . .... . ...•......... Everything Thall Want
9. The Original Concept .......... . .. . .... . ..... . ... Charlie Sez
10. Jungle Brothers ....... . . . . ...... . ... Straight Out The Jungle
Rock's Notes: Look for Prince in concert on November 7 and 8, and
look for Loose Ends possibly in the Inland Empire!

Listen to " The Rock" on KUCR 88.1 FM every Sunday 12 p.m.
to 2 p.m.
· .

Learning today for tomorrow's dreams

Bus. 619 - :.!45-0111
Res. 619 - 245-9560

[B,

"the great name in real e.,tate"
Specialize In Lots & Homes

14:M s ~: v t: N':'H ST..

VICTOR " I.Ai;,>,.

'-'l'

1745 N. Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92411

$1500

~~ @ i i ~ @r~

Betty Brown

united california realty

~e4edu/4o'!~t

PROFESSIONAL
DIGITAL PAGING
RESIDENTIAL

. HERISHED CHILDRENS'

'your Succe ss Is O ur Concern
CASSANDRA LaCROIX
MICHAEL BROWER
BETTYE SLOAN
JOHN LAWRENCE

714-885·5323

VI CTOHVIJ,U :. CAHi:1!>2

mmAL

iAL Bur CON'IROL I

357f Arlington Ave.

Ste. 300. Riverside

clf.tto'I.JU.y al

s_0it;

...Law

1.. £ 4.S( 4 l l

,lli'""~o@~:: ~
:jf

Obsttlrics and Gynecology
Medical Group

~00~

Betty St• wart Q.nlel1, M.O.
O bstetrics • Gynecology
ln(ertility

Rivers id e Legal Center
3890 11th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

Offict Hou rs
By Appointmen r
511. & Eve Available

(71 4) 684-4444

Dt~ .£. Jcnu
dlttovuy dlt

..J

Woman to Woman

~ ~~

Do you feel that ifyou couldJust explain your credit

situation to someone that they Just might see things
your way?
Call Eric • He listens !
"We Handle All Make & Model Vehicles"
TWltin Auto Leasing & Sales
(714) 5444562

~1

Telephone (714) 8 8 1-168,3

dl1a ty E[l:n 'l:Janu1~

CUnJc~
$1~v

-rN_OT_D..,,,..
EN
=.

24490 Sunnymead Blvd. #103
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(714) 242-9787

'

Need A Car?

~

!t'

•

~

Roslyn Turner Clark, M.S.,
MFCC

'.]~::·

f.-, r !::.

I

_ :,.., ~ ; ~

lren• Oonley-Kl111bl•, M.O.
Diplomate of Amorican Boud
of Obstet rics and Cynt cology

714-784-7775

OIRIST-CENTEMD COUNSa.lNG
,, ..

..

2020 N Watorman
Suire A
San Bernardino, CA 92404

'

'

680 S. Smith Street. Suite A. Corona, CA 91 718
(714) 737-9120 or So. Calif. only 1-(800) 5CHANGE

(7141 M4•0484

M • F 9:00 to 6:00
Sa t. 9 · 3:00

HOOKS PHOTO

..£.aw

Ponraits. Weddings, Religious Groups

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG · LUGG~GE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
5225 Canyon Cre st Or. No.79

1215 W EST 1 1T H STREET
SAN BERNARllNO. CA 92411

13101 CENTRAL AIIE CHINO C'
171 41 59 j '·64 71 ' . A 91710

H. L. HOOKS PHOTOGRAPHER

Vanir To~er
290 North " D" Street, Suite 715
San Bernardino, CA 92401
(71-4) 88B-5579

t l . WOODS fl ENNV)
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W E DO PICTURES R ICr!T

SAM LE E

P HON E 884-5943

Hiversid e. CA 92507

,.

,:/;

-~
ALBERT JOHNSON, JR.

Incorporated

A Bara!ian. Taylor Group; Inc. Company

@#tZ>uzeJ' a.I~

Michael J. Walton
Investment Executive

36 66
1714 1 683 · 17 7 7

UNIVERS ITY AV E NUE,

S UITIE 400

RIVE RS I0 E, CALI FOR NIA 9 25 0 1

Branch Office: Z(l(l S. GarfidJ, Suire 205
Alham!irn, CA 91 801 • (8 18) 458-0500

Nall Art

r~;

Hair Weavfng

• FINEST IN TIPS WI ACRYLIC OVE RLAYS

e SCUL PTURE D NAILS
• LIQUID WRAPS
• OIL MANICURES
e HERBAL PEDICURES
• SKIN CARE

eWAXING

ShuShu
Manager

888-7262
88e-9279

~fu'g

OPEN llon.· S.L

1784

HOURS

w. Highland Ave.

San Semadlno, CA 92410

Your~

FuH Selvlce Salon

760 E. Highland ,\ve., San Bdno. , CA 9 2404
( Mxt to Marie Callendel\

(714) 11110-1338

Res. (714) 623-6395

Message Phone: 883-4330

Mike's Emg. locksmith Svc.
5225 Canyon Crest Dr., Ste 79
Riverside, CA. 92507 (In Town, c tr.)
(714) 788-6730
24 Hr. Mobile F.ir All
Your Lock,mlth Nffda

Michael A. Tardiff

2730 University Ave.
Riverside, California

C

introduces

" The Company On The Move"
DWIGHT D. PLEDGER
REALTOtP As:;.JCIATt

1•e-•..,"""''h ..• wu,, ..-

" \'our Friend In The
Business"

1!101 S. RIYM9ide .... .

Rllll10 CA 92376
Bus: (714) 8 77 - 1228 • (714) 35 1- 2890

Res. (7141 887·6048

Tamara To wnsend
(formerly of Marcille's Hair Design)
Specializing In
Relaxers • Curls • Precision Cuts • Weaves
Press & Curls

1

I

_A nd Beauty Supply

Bonded
S.111, Dead Bolt•, lockout, Opened or ln,talled

!

r-- - - - - -· )d
--••I Marcil/es' Hair Design ~
I

Personal Touch Salon

j

-\

~
1-:c w

5922 M agno, ,a
. Ave.

714

684-9271

1-Q1- <(...1

,

, ,

Community Business Directory
MATTIE M. BROWN

l

...1 0 0 ~

Carro/ls Flowers & Plants
Ul850 Mu r., u
9~ 3 :1!
17 14 1 335 -2 955

Ii

,o,,.TAN~ . C A

C

Wedding Designs
Funeral Designs
Corsages ·
Birthday • etc.
Free Dc ltvcrv With
Minimum Pu~chue

Joyce Carroll
(Owner)

Ma.ior Credit Cards

Accepled

CALVIN HOBBS
O WNER

" Dudley" & "Elasta Care" Products Used

Law Office Of

IRMA POOLE ASBERRY

• Walk-In Appointments • Student Discounts
Available
With Proper J.D.

==========================·

Call Now For You~ Appointment
(714) 682-5686

3890 11th Street
Suite 102
Riverside, CA 92501
714/788-8288

23741 G SUNNYMEAD BLVO.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714/ 242-3414

.......
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-Legal Notices
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
RE CHANGE OF NAME
C- No. 194742
In re lbe Clianae of Name of
Gina Lollbe Punt,
Peeldon, CliuloUC A, Purvis, bu filed a peddoD 1'itb the
Clerk of this comt for an order
cllanglng applicllll's name from
Gina Loullt Purvis lo Naomi
AnnPaml,

rr IS

''

ORDERED that all
penom Interested In the lboye.
endlled malla' appear before tblll
court OD November 11, 19811 •
9:15 a.m. In Department Law &
Motion, located al 4050 Mal
Sveet, Rlnnlde, CA 92501 D/18
•d allow came, If any, wily Ille
pelltloo for change of aae
abould Doi be puled,
IT
IS
FURTHER
ORDERED that a copy of 11111
order to show came by pal,llabed
lo Black Voice News, a
llfflSPapcr of geoenl dmdalion
publlslled In Rlnnlde C.Omdy,
California, once a week for foar
saa:a.,lve weeb prior to lbe dale
aet for bauina OIi lbe petition.
Dated: Aupat 38, 19811
Victor Mlcell
Jud&e of the Sapaior C.Ourt
/P/10/13,28,2711/3, 19811

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS .
NAME STATEMENT
The foUowlng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
Alta Dena Dairy
811 Blaine St.
Riverside, CA 92507
Joel ZUbaid
11284 Bellaire St.
Loma Linda, CA 92354
This business is conducted by:
an individual
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the fictitious business name or names
listed above on Sept. 29, 1988.
ISi Joel Zubaid
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the llW in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 14400et. sec. B
&Pcode)
Statement filed with the C.Ounty
O erk of Riverside C.Ounty on '
September 29, 1988.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office,
William C.Oneriy
County Oerk F'lle No. 885804
/P/ 10-6,13,20,27, 1988

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
1be folowlna PfflOll{I) 11 (are)
dolna blllinm • :

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAMI STATFMENT
1be folD,rlng pmon(s) II (are)

X..Boob
3483 Dwlpt An .
lfflnkle, CA 92507
G117Kftu
3403 Dwlgbt Ave.
a-wide, CA 92507
11111 buslne9s Is conducted by:

T~ R a l t ,
2035S Staford An.

- ladiTidual

1bls reglltnnt commenced •
trlUlct bmi- WKler the ~
lldous buslnea name or nama

llllled above ID tlll6.
IS/ Guy Kern
1be ftlna of 11111 utement do8
not of luelf utllome the iue II
tblll state of a tlctlllous buslma
name In "-don of the rigll11 of
another Wider federal, state, or
commo• law (lec. 14400et. NC, B
& PCode)
Statement flied 1'itb the C.OutJ
Clerk of Rlvenlde County OD ()c.
toberll, Im.
I beftby ca1lfy cut this copy Is a
comet copy of Ille original statement o• lie la my office.
WDamo-ty
ComltJ Clerk
FIie No. 11685G
/P/ 18/13, 20, 27, 11/3, 1ll88

FICTITIOUS BUSIN~
NAME STATEMENT
The followlna peraoa(s) Is (are)
doing bUliness 111:
Pandlle Pool Service
11931 Taylor SI.
Riverside, CA 9'2503
Michael T. laltz
11931 Taylor SI.
Rlvnde, CA 9'2503
Pelllll D, laltz
11931 Taylor SI.
Riverside, CA 9'2503
1bls ba.tl• as Is conducted by:
lndMduals-Husbud and Wife
Jbill ftliltnnt collllllellCeCI to
lrllulet baalDffl Wider the fie.
tltlom baalnas name or names
listed above 011 9/ 38/ 88,
/SI Penni D, laltz
1be ftllna of 11111 llalement does
not of IIJdf antllorbe the me In
this state of a fkdtlous business
name In violation of the rlpts of
another Wider federal, stale, or
commo• law (sec. 14400 et. sec. B
& PCode)

Statement fBed with the C.Oanty
CJerk of Rivenlde C.01D1ty OD
September JG, 19811.
I beftby certify that this copy Is a
comet copy of the ori&IUI llalement on Ille In my office,
Wlllllm C'.onerty
C'.oa• ty Clerk
FlleNo. 885866
/P/10-20,27,11-2,9,1988

domabllineMa:
Riverside. CA 92507
Barban Tmnllmoa
2035S St..tc,nl Ave.
Rivenlde, CA 92507
This b...,_ ls rondllctftl by:
ID

lndlvlllll

This

reaillr&nl rommenced

to

tnmsact ...... a• der lbe &-

dtlous " - - .._ or IUllll9
listed abaft on Odober B, 1988.
/SI Bart.II Tondllllon
1be flllna of t111s utement does
not of Jflljf atbolize the me I•
this state of nctltlous Buslam
Name In Ylolldon of the riptJ of
another _... fedenl, state, or
common law(lec. 14400tt.NC. B
& Pc.ode)
Statement 11111 with the Comity
Clerk of Rlvenlde C.Oanty on Octobtr 18, 19111.
I hereby CfflifJ tut this Is a rorn,ct copy of Ille original statement OD file I• ay Office,
w..m C.Ooerty,
C.oauty Clerk
lie No. 886204
/P/11).20,27,11-2,t, 1988

'tICTITIO US BUSIN ESS
~AME STATEMENT
1be folowlng penoa(s) is (are)
doing buslnea as:
KARAIIAN EXPORT &
IMPORT
386 Higbland Ave.
Sin Bemardlno, CA 92405
Mehmet Kemal lzklrahan
1229 Melvllle Dr,
Rlvenlde, CA ~
This business Is coaducted by:
• Individual
This registrant COlllllll!l1Ctd to
I I - ' business uder the fie.
ddous business oane or names
llled above on 11).24-11
/ S/Mebemet Kemal bJwilban
'Ille flllng of tblll statement does
• ot of Itself authorbe lbe use in
... llblte of a ftcdtlous business
In Yiolatlon of the rights of
motlier under federal, state or
COIIIJIIOn law (sec. 14400et. sec. B
& Peode).
I lllreby certify that 1111s copy Is
die comet copy of the oriRIDBI
-• a - t on file In my office.

waamc.oner1y

Cou• ty Clerk

F1le No. 886334
/P/ 11).27-18 11-3,10,17-18

William C.Onerty
C.Outoy Clerk
FUe No. 886240

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
De foUowi• g penon(a) Is (are)

/P/ 11).27-18 11-3,10,17-88

domabllllneS8u:
FICTITIOUS BUSIN~
NAME STATEMENT
The following PfflOll(s) is (are)
dol• g business as:
Dirk's Jean Maria New & Used
6225 Tyler St. Ste. 109
Riverside, CA 92505
Dirk R. O oninger
8281 Garfield St.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by:
an Individual
This registrant commenced to
tnmact business 11• der the fie.
titlous business 11111ne or names
Isled above on 9/ 21/88.
/ S/ Dirk Ooninger
The filing of this llltement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violalion of the riahts of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 14400 et. sec. B
& Pcode)
Statement filed with the C'.ounty
Oerlc of Rlvenlde C.Ounty on
September 28, 1988
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
comet copy of the original statement on file in my office.
WHllam Coneriy
C.Ounty Oerlc
File No. 885781
/P/ 10-6,13,20,27, 1988

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The folloing person(s) is (are) doing business as:
11fE PHOENIX COMPANY
P.O. Boll 6324, 29110 Old
Wagoner
Canyon Lake, CA 92380
The Penete C.Orporatioo
P.O. Boll 6324, 29110 Old
Wagoner
Canyon Lake, CA 92380
This business is conducted by:
a C.Orporatlon
This registrant commenced lo
transact business under the fictitious business name or names
listed above on 11).1-88
IS/William W. Watkins
President & Secretary
The Filing of this statement does
not of Itself autborl7.e the me in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (sec, 14400 et. sec. B
&Pcode).
I hereby certif.y that this copy is
the comet ropy of the original
statement on file in my office.

n-w.t Mortgaae C'.orporadoa
7167 Mapolla Suite 1
~
, CA 925CM
Traawelt Morf&lle C-orp.
7167 Mapolla Suite 1
ia...lde, CA 925CM
nil bllllness Is conducted by:
a Corpontion
nil replnnt COIIUDellced to
tnm.:t bmlness under lie ftc.
tldo• bulllness name or 111111e11
lllled lbon OD 10/ 1/88,
Wurm Petenon, l'relldent
'Ille 111111a of tblll stateme• t does
aot of ltleJf autboltze tbe - In
11111 ate of a lldltlom bllll• ess
.._ In Yiolatloo of the ripes of
IIIOIIIB' under federal, state, or
COllll• OII law (sec, 14400tt. sec, B
&PCode)
Stataient ft1ed 1'itb tile Coanty
Clerk of Rmnkle C.Oanty on October 11, 1988.
I beftby certify tllat tbls copy Is a
comet copy or tbe oriplal llate_ . oa Ille In my office,

walamo-ty

HALLOWEEN
SAFETY TIPS
Halloween can have the
sor, of scary spirit your
youngsters enjoy-while not
giving you a ghost of a cause
for fear- if you follow a few
safety tips:
• Costumes: These should
be made of non-flammable
material. Use reflecting tape
to make trick or treaters more
visible. Use only hypo-allergenic make-u p such as that
in PAAS kits. These safe
makeup kits let a child use
his imagination to create his
own look. Unlike masks, they
don't obscure vision. The kits
can help make dozens of different looks.
• Treats: Safe t reats
could include strips of st ickers, gift certificates to a local
fast food restaurant, or trading cards. Novelty stores offer
inexpensive, safe items a nd of
course, store-wr apped t reats
are a good choice.

FICTITIOUS BUSIN~
NAME STATEMENT
TYPE PLUS
7911 Modesto Dr.
Riverside, Ca 92503
Fred White
7911 Modesto Dr.
Riverside, CA 02503
Inna While
7911 Modesto Dr.
Rlvmide, CA 9'2503
This buslnes.s Is conducted by:
Individuals-Husband & Wife
This registrant commenced to
tramact business under the fie.
titlous business name or names
listed above on 8/ 88
/ S/ Fred White
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the llW in
this state of Dcdtlous business
name in violation of the rtgbts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec.14400et. sec. B
& P oode).
I hereby certify that this copy b
the romct copy of the original
statanent on file in my office.
Wlllam C.Onerly
C'.ounty Oerlc
FUe No. 886295
/P/ 10-27-81111-3,10,17-811
FICTITIOUS BUSIN~
NAME STATEMENT
BABY'SMOM
6673 Palm Ave. No.D
Riverside, CA 92506
P.O. Box 2067
Riverside, CA 92516-2067
Nedra Miller
6673 Palm Ave, No.D
Rlvenide, CA 92506
This business is conducted by:
ID Individual
This reptnmt commenced to
transact buslnm under the nctidous business name or names
listed above on 12-1-88
IS/ Nedra Miller
The fdlng of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of fictidous business
name in violadon of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (sec. 14400et. sec. B
& P rode).

I hereby certify that this copy is 11
the comet of the original statement on rue In my office.
WIWam C.Onerly
C.Ounty Oerk
File No.885911
/P/ 11).27-88 UJ,10,17-88

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FICTITIOUS BUSI NESS
RE CHANGE OF NAME
NAME STATEMENT
Cut No. 195245
The following penon(s) Is (are)
In re the Oiaoge of Name of
doing business as:
ELDEN WF.SLEY KIVETT
Ilffany Brook, Wall Effects
Petllloner, Elden Wesley
3410 Prospect Ave. No,5
Kivett, bas filed a petition wltla
Riverside, CA 92501
the Oerk of this cour1 for an
Damon Nevatt
order changing petidoner's name
3410 Prospect Ave. No. 5
from Elden Wesley Kivett to
Rlvenlde, CA 92501
Theodore Welle5ley Hampton.
Lyoo Nevatt
IT IS ORDERED that all
3410 Prospect Ave. No. 5
persom interested In the aboveRiverside, CA 92501
entitled matter appear before this
This business ls conducted by:
rourt on November 9, 1988 at
Individuals-Husband & Wife
This registranl commenced to 9:15 a.m. In Department Law &
Motion, localed at 4050 Main
transad business under the flcdtlous business name or names Sveet, Riverside, CA 92501 and
show cause, If any, why the petilisted above OD 10-6-A.
tion for change of name should
ISi Damon W. Nevatt
The filing of this statement does ~granted.
IT
IS
FURTHER
not of IIJdf author17.e the use In
this Slate of a fictitious business ORilERED that a copy of this
name in violation of the rights of order l'.o show cause be published
another under federal, state, or In Black Volce a newspaper a
common law (sec, 14400 et. sec. B general drcldation publlsbed In
Riverside c.o~mty, California,
& p code)
Statement filed with the C.Ounty onm a week for ,four succes,gve
Clerk of Riverside C.Ounty on weeks prior to the date set for
I hearing OD the petition.
Od, ti, 19811.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a Dated: September 29, 19lfdt
/P/ 10/ 13,20,27, 11/ 3, 1988
comct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
FICTITIOUS BUSINE:sS
WIIBam C'.onaly
NAME STATEMENT
County Clerk
The following person(s) is (are)
De No. 885990
doing business as:
/P/ 10/ 13,20,27, 11/3, 1ll88
Conveying Equipmenl
lnslallation
8916 Parma St.
NOTICE INVITING
Riverside, CA 92503
BIDS
Jules Guillemelle
Notice is given that proposal, for
8916 Parma St.
~ g Services for
Riverside, CA 92503
the "Oty Park Pool Study" will
This business is conducted by:
be l'!fflYed at the Department of
an individual
Parks and Recreadon, 815 West
This registrant commenced to
6th Street, C.Orona, California
transact business under lhe fic91720, until 5:00 p.m. on Friday,
titious business name or names
, October 28, 1988.
listed above on 8/ 1/ 88.
Coples of the " Request for
ISi Jules Guillemette
Proposals" may be obtained at
The filing of this statemenl does
the Department of Par"-' and
not of itself authorize the use of a
Recreadon, 815 West 6th Street,
fictitious business name in violaCorona, California 91720.
tion of the rights of another under
The aty of C.Oron• reserves
the federal, slate, or common law
the right to reject any and all pro(Sec. 14400 Et. Sec. B & P Code)
posals.
Statemenl filed with the C'.ounty
Jim E. Manning, Director
Oerk of Riverside County on
Parks and Recreation
September 27, 1988.
Department
I hereby certify !hat lhis copy is a
correct copy of lhe original statement on file in my office.
F'lle No. 885773
/ P/ 10-6, 13,20,27, 1988

c.omtyaert

lleNo. 886053
/P/ 10/ 13,28,27 11/3, 1988
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
1be follo'll'l• a penon(s) Is (are)

doioa buslnas 111:

Important Information
The Black Voice is here to serve our readers. If you have a story or
know of an individual who shou1d be showcased, please contact the
Black Voice at 682-6070 or 889-0506. If you have any questions or sug•
gestions for your community newspaper, call Cheryl Brown.
·

Create Your Own Perks
Continued from Page A-3

assessing the skills you have
have a variety of alternatives.
(even if they have been donnant ,
Consider All Of Your Opfor a while). Look for ways to . :, tions: After a person has been
use those skills or interests on
on the job for a while, tunnel viyour job.
sion can set in. Avoid getting
Define what it is you would
locked into one way of thinking
like to do on the job and define
or, as Sartoris refers to it, ''onethe things that are important to
dimensional thinking." Use
you on the job. Then devise a "i your initiative. Take note of
well-developed plan with relaspecial projects that you pertion to how your work can
form. Evaluate resources
benefit the company, said Dr.
available in your present posiFran Epstein, owner of Career
tion such as training or skill
Perfonnance.
development. Ask for new
Find out what your
responsibilities.
employer's needs are. Are there
Maintain Self-&teem On
any weak, neglected or unfilled
The Job: Don't compare
tasks within your department or
yourself to others, but always
business? Epstein suggests talklook to improve your own
ing to supervisors other than
work, said Street. Always strive
your own to get an overall feelto do the best job you can, and
ing for your workplace and its
pat yourself on the back for a
needs. If supervisors seem inacjob well done. Try not to think
cessable because of busy in tenns of what you can get out
schedules, Epstein suggests in- of a job, but place value on what
viting him or her to lunch or cofyou are able to do, suggests
fee.
Street.
Once you approach your
Maintain a sense of power
supervisor with a proposal or
on the job: You are never stuck
special project, show that you 're
in a situation and have the
serious about his needs and how
power to make choices concernthe use of your skills can benefit
ing your job.
the company. If it is difficu1t to
Develop Interests Outside
get an appointment with your
Of Work: Make a list of 20
supervisor, be persistant, not
things you would like to do and
pushy. Be creative. Epstein tells
think about the le.st time you did
of an instance where a worker them, said Street.
sent a proposal to her boss in a
Actively 0 11tivate Relapizza.
tionships With Your Saperiors:
· Sartoris suggests not only Don't wait for your superiors to
having a road map for getting approach you. Approach them
from point A to point B, but with well-thought-out suggeshave an alternative route. If one tions about how you can imof your requests or proposals is prove your work situation for
met with a negative response, the benefit of the company.

Mente Motor Car C.O.
11367 Grand Ave,
Lake Dslnore, CA 92330
Merde Inc.
Callfonda
This business Is conducted by:
a C'.orporalion
This reptranl rommenced to
trasact bmlness under tile fictitious bllllines.1 name or names
listed above OD n/ a,
C.Orporatlon Name Mercie Inc,
Sleulyo Scott, President
This flll•g of this statanent does
• ot of lllr1f authorize the me in
tbls state of a fktltlous business
ume In violation of the ripts of
~ under fedenl, llale, or
COIIIJIIOD law (Sec. 14400 El, Sec.
B&P Code)
Statement filed wltll the C.Ounty

CJerk of Rivmlde C.01111ty OD Oc•
tober 25, 19811.
I hereby mtlfy that this copy Is a
COffld copy of tile orlplal statennt on file In my office.
WDllam C.Onaly
Coanty Clerk
lleNo.8116351
/P/ 11).17,11-3,10,17, 19811
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Classified
RECREATION
AIDE

Copier Repair Person
INST ANT CRED IT
Machinist
(Eectrlc/Eectronlc
CARD APPROVAL - BY
Tecbnldan)
PHONE! Guaranteed acMAIN$4,25/hr P/T
Year-ro und position, ceptance regardless of
TENANCE
Must be 16 yrs. & older. ·
$2,057 per month starting bankruptcy or other bad
Apply with the Oty of
(Maintenance Mechanic I)
salary; excellent fringe credit history! No credit or
Riverside.
$14.55-$18.12 per hour
benefit package lndudlng employment check. Call
CITY OF
fully paid state retirement now for verification and
(PERS).
acceptance.
Journey level maintenance
RIVERSIDE
Performs
journey
level
1-205-774-3394
credit
exmachinist (minimum of 4
Personnel Office
tasks in the maintenance tension: 0149
years
experience
3900 Main Street
and repair of copiers, elec- ...._ _ _ _ _ _ __.. necessary) to set up and
Riverside, CA 92522
t r i c / eI ect r onIc
GROUP COUNSELOR
operate large vehicle turn(714) 782-5571
typewriters, computers,
$1728-$2102 per month
ing lathes, engine lathes,
AEO/ AAE/M-F
and other related
Plus $266-$278 per month horizontal boring mills
10/ 20
machines and equipment
benefit plan
and related macltine shop
as required. Possesmon of
equipment. Experience
a valid California Driver's
GROUP COUNSELOR
operating CNC machines
PROJECf
license is required. Must
TRAINEE
desirable, but not
ADMINISTRATOR
$1449-$1773 per month
necwary. Must have valid
AIDS Prevention Educa- have a good driving
Plus $258-$268 per month California driver's license.
tion Center (APEC) Pro- record.
Apply in person no later
benefit plan
Job location is La Verne.
. gram
than
October
31,
1988
Mon. tbru Thursday, 6
Riverside
The San Bernardino a.m. to 4:30 p.m., some
Seeking an outstanding in- before 2:00 p.m. to:
Jurupa Unified School
County
Probation shift work required.
dividual to plan, organiz.e,
District
Department bas imimplement, coordinate,
Personnel Services
mediate openings for Excellent benefit package.
and administer the River3924 Riverview Drive
challenging career oppor- To apply, resume, and a
side County Office or
Riverside, CA 92509
tunities in the juvenile copy of this ad must be
Education ' s
AIDS
10-20,27,1988
detention and treatment received at the below listed
Prevention Education
facilities. These positions address by November 4,
C.enter (APEC) Program.
college 1988 to:
B.A. Degree. 2 yrs. "IURING! Government require
teaching and 2 yrs. ad- Jobs • you area. Many im- coursework in behavioral
ministrative or super- mediate openings without sciences; the Group
The
vi1ory experience. Valid waiting list or test. counselor additionally reMetropolitan
CA Teaching Credential $15,000-$68,000 Call (602) quires group work exWater District
perience. Apply as soon as
and an Administrative 838-8885. ext. 4042.
possible. Applications
Credential required.
of Southern California
Deadline: 11/ 7188, 4:00 Wanted people to sell must be received by
Personnel Dept.
radio broadcast time slots. November 9 to be conp.m.
AKP 88-220
Salary: $41,160-55,488 Salary & commission. No sidered for the December
P.O. Box S4153
experience necessary if 6 examination. For furannually
Los Angeles, CA 90054
you like people. Call (714) ther infonnation and apApply At: Riverside
plications contact:
County Office of Educa- 656-2580.
E/0 /E
San Bernardino County
tion, 3958 12th Street,
RECREATION
M/F/V/ H
Personnel
Riverside, CA 92502,
LEADERS
157 West Fifth Street
(714) 788-6666.
Part
time
for recreation
San Bernardino, CA
EOE/ AAE
and recycling programs.
9241S-0440
10/ 20-27
$4.75-$5.7S/ br. depen(714) 387-8304
ding on qualifications.
EOEM/ F/ H
Coordinator, Guidance
Apply:
and Student Support SerPOLICE OFFICERS
vices - Vocational Educa~
Oty
of
Colton
Personnel
&
tion/Regional Occupa650
N.
LaCadena
Dr.
DEPUTY
SHERIFFS
tional Program (ROP)
INDIAN BLANKET
Colton,
CA
92324
Of'ftf Free afflng Size nn o. Ana
The
Inland
Empire
Peace soec1a1
Riverside
O'l0lce Of Blue Or Brown. Autt'lenttc 1ndlan
DeslQn
one PtflOf\,IIIY eies,eci BV Wise
(714)
370-5062
Officer's
Association,
the
.
OWi,
MeOIClne
Man Ana tn'tf orowntno. Crffte
Seeking an outstanding inhStMOOt'I S150 \'IIUI For oniv SJIJ. Poltpald
S.15tactton
~
ranteea. l f'lt oniv &t•net
AA/EOE
local
affiliate
member
Offfftd To Thi Public Blessed IV lndlan
. dlvidual to plan, coor•
Medlt lne 1ri1an Your on:ter ~o'tllOn Hetp
urvent1v Needed av Tribe, Pleat wrtte· Oliff
organization of the Na- WIS4
dinate, and administer the
OWi, DrOwnlnt 0Wt ltflerwltton, Rl2 IO•
101, Maxton, N.C. 2136e
CROSSING
GUARDS
tional
Black
Police
Guidance and Student
AND SUBSTITUTE
Association, offers a
Support Services ProCROSSING
GUARDS
referral
hotline of current DOMESTIC OPPORgrams fUDctions and ac$4.25/br.
employment opportunities TUNITIES - Training tivities. B.A. Degree. 2
To regulate pedestrian
for persons interested in a Placement in areas of
yrs. teaching exper. and 2
law enforcement career in hous ekeepe rs and
yrs. administrative or crossing during school
either San Bernardino butlers, dinner and parsupervisory exper. Po~- hours. Home telephone
County or Riverside ty servers. Palm Springs
sio n of a valid CA required; local residence
County. Many of the (619) 325-2088.
Teaching Cred. and preferred; bilinKual
police agencies in the two
Supervi sion or Ad- preferred.
counties provide a starting
ministrative Cred. re- Apply at:
annual salary of $20,000 Robert G. Cook Inc. is
quired. Pupil Personnel
Qty of Colton Personnel
plus excellent benefits. For seeking an assertive inServices Creel. desirable.
650 N. LaCadena Dr.
further information con- dividual to teach and conDeadline: 11/ 10/ 88, 4
Colton, CA 92324
t act Ted Henson , duct no money down real
p.m.
(714) 370-5062
I.E.P.O.A. Referral estate seminars. You have
Salary: $41,160-SS,488
Hotline Coordinator (714) seen them on t.v....now,
AA/EOE
annually
do them fn person. $5,000
885-275S.
Apply At: Riverside
to
$10,000 a month possiHOUSES-CONDO
County Offace of Educab Ie P / T $10, 000 to
payments
too
high
we
tion, 3958 12th Street,
$25,000 a month full time
Riverside, CA 92S02, take over payments possible.
Don't delay, call
Sam Flood (714)
(714) 788-6666.
today ...(208) 385-0301.
885-0971.
EOE/AAE
10-20/10-27

..

SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS
SCHOOL SOCIAL
Substitute teachers needed
WORKER
for the 1988-89 sdloOI
(Riverside)
year. Must have BA
B.A. Degree. M.A. degree. District hs
Degree desirable. 1 yr. CHEST Waiver. Salary
exper. as a school of S<iO per day. Contad:
community so ci al PERSONNEL omCE
work er or closely Perris Unified Scltool
related field. Possession District
of or ability to obtain a 11S1 North A. Street
valid CA Pupil Person• Perris, CA 92370-1909
(714) 943-6369
nel Services CredentialAA/ EOE
School Social Work.
DEADLINE: 11-1-88, 4 GOV E RNMENT
HOMES. Delingueat tax
p.m.
property.
Repossessions.
SALARY :
Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext.
$19,311-39,457 annual·
Q-4659 for current repo
ly
list.

APPLY AT:

Riverside County Office of Education
3958 12th Street
CRUISE SHIPS Now hirRiverside, CA 92502
ing all positions. Both
(714) 788-6666
skilled and unskilled. For
EOE/ AAE
information call (615)
292-6900 Ext. HS46.

MARRY

GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1.00 U
repair. BUY DIRECT!
Foreclosures & Tax Delln•
quent Property. Call
( refundable)
l-518-459-3734, 24 hrs.

in Victory Chapel $20
Beauiful flowers,
music, ring.s, and ball.
License, legal, small or
large weddings. (714)
~105.

REAL ESTATE
I will buy your house, condo, apartment, or business
for what your owe. Will
pay all fees (714)
369-7785.

SmaB businesses or churches. Need word processing! Call us. (714)
656-2771.

I

Don't Miss Black Voice Live
KPRO 1570AM
Tuesday 6:30 to 6:45 p.m.
Join Host Pat Small
For This Week's Show
Marcille's Hair Design
5922 Magnolia, Riverside 684-2710

We Offer:
Blow styles, precision cuts, press &
curl
Curls, Retouches, Cellophanes,
Weaves & Braids
Nail Artistry by Mickey

Specializing in hair weaving, braiding,
and other quality services.

For your nail appointment with Mickey
Call: 784-85 77

Call 1For An Appointment:

684-2710
Tues.-Sat. 9-6 (Evening Appt. Available)

nfEAMERICAN HFART
AS.SCDATION
MEMORIALPR<ERAM.
f.1 .., '"
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...Jackson Visit

Continued from front page

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,040-$59,230/ yr. Now
Hiring.
Call
(1)
805-687-6000
Ext.
R-22077 for current
federal list.
You may be able to keep
mold out of your bread box
if you wash it with a mixture of two tablespoons
vinegar to one quart of
water.

,, We're voting

STEVE

CUNNISON
-_for

SUPERIOR COURT''
** De
Vonne Armstrong
Sandi McCoy
* Barnett and Jean Grier

Assembly. Carson and other
leaders are encouraging all 66th
Assembly voters to write in the
name of John Hobbs for their
representative. John Hobbs has
a proven track record as an
elected official with the City of
San Bernardino.
To support their efforts,
others have joined together and
. planned a rally on November
5th, three days before the election. The Rev. Jesse Jackson
has been requested to participate in this get-out-the-vote
effort for all Democrats. The
Dukakis campaign indicated
that it is very possible Jackson
will attend the rally to be held at
noon and a breakfast held that
morning.
Members of the "Keep
Hope Alive Rally'' planning
committee are Hardy Brown,
Lois Carson, Cheryl Brown,
Valerie Pope-Ludlam, Keith
Lee, Barbara Green, Wilmer
Carter, Joe Baca, Bill Ingram,
Jack Clarke, Mary Johnson,
Harry Rheubottom, James
Butts, Bob Johnson, and Sonya
Wilson.

. ~RGHTN; f(Jl\Q.Rl.ff

LISTEN TO THE BEAT!

.AlnlltcanHeartAuoclalon
Thil .... piuwidld

•.public...,.._

KUOR-FM, Playing the music you
want to hear, from Jazz to Soul,
Reggae to Rock and featuring special
programs every day.

REQUESTS

BUSINESS

792-0951

792-0721 '
"fHEBE4 TOF THE INLAND EMPIRE#

SUBSCRIBE

We clean sweep parking
lots for apartment Bldg.,
condos, theatres, professional bldg. etc. (714)
247-4862.

GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
Vehicles from $100.
Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus.
Buye rs Gui de (1)
805-687-6000 Ext.

S-22077.
9/29,10/ 6,13,20, 1988
ASSE MBLE
OU R
DEVICES: Learn this
trade, we send instructions, parts, and check for
asse mbl y.
Ca ll
81 3-327 -2996.
Ext.
W248.

KUOA. .. YOUR NON-STOP MUSIC CONNECTION WANTS
YOU TOWINAKENWOODCARSTEREO, 100WATT AMP,
AND 6x9 SPEAKERS JUST FOR LISTEN ING II HERE'S HOW
TOWIN:

WORK AND

FIRST: LISTEN IN ALL WEEK LONG TO WIN PRIZES LIKE CONC EAT

TRAIN EARN
WHILE YOU
LEARN
Training Programs
In:
Micro computer repair,
plumbing, tele/copier
repair, government funded -day and evening
classes, Hands on training. Free job referrel service. Jobs for the skilled
and unskilled available
-884-0314, 884-9021,
381-2551, 381-3473.
Call Now, ask Jor Carol.

Educational Marketing,
365 N. "E" St., S.B.
92401. Attn: Carol James.

WIN A CAR STEREO!!

TICKETS, HAIR SERVICES, FITNESS MEMBERSHIPS, ETC. EVERY
TIME YOU WIN, YOUR NAME Will BE ENTERED INTO OUR DRAWING
FOR THE CAR STEREO SYSTEM II

THEN:

TUNE IN ON DECEMBER 24TH, CHRISTMAS EVE, AT 8PM
WITH LYNNWOOD. HE'LL DRAW THE WINNING NAME AND CALL THE
WINNER LIVE ON THE AIRIII
oolT'S OUR CHRISTMAS PRESENT TO YOUI FOR FURTHER DE·
TAILS, KICK IN THE BEAT BOX--AN0 KEEP IT TUNED TO KUOR
89.1- YOU NON-STOP MUSIC CONNECTIONII-

LISTEN IN TO WIN •• IT'S THAT SIMPLE
C1088 Wond Clul. Inc. E

cl KUOR and WClnl oa.. ft. n

nae II
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We Do Have A Choice In The 66th AD
The cumot Democratic Assemblyman Jerry Eaves of the 66
District bas stated several times that Blacks in bis district have no other
choice than him, even though he vows to continue his fight with fellow
Democrat Speaker Willie Brown. Jerry says Jt Js Willie's views that be
disagrees with, even though the Republlcao Assemblymembers voted
for Willie to take the Speaker's post. Jerry Eaves speaks with a forked
tongue, because bis words say it is not because of the speaker's race
but Jerry Eaves' actions clearly shows that the race of the speaker is
the motive.
There is a choice for us in the 66th and Jt's not Masters. MMters is
a novice in this area, and carries some of the same views as Eaves. Our
choice is John Hobbs as a write-in candidate. John Hobbs has bis personal problems, but bis intellJgence and 8 years experience as a Oty
Coundlman for the Oty of San Bernardino will be helpful as an
assemblyman. Since his defeat as a Oty Councilman, John has
recogni7.ed that voters are the most important product.
I know some of you will find it difficult to even contemplate
writing in John Hobbs' name, but please consider the alternatives. We
cannot afford to help racism go to Sacramento and threaten the power
of the Speaker.
Therefore we are requesting that you write in John Hobbs for
66th Dbtrict Assemblyman.

Get Mad And ''Keep Hope Alive''
This presidential campaign year leaves alot to be desired. There
has been nothing for Blacks to get excited about. Dukakis has listened to Bush and others for so long, that be believes it's not popular to
talk about issues that give us hope, but even if you can't get excited
about Dukalds, there is plently to be mad about from the
Reagan/Bush era. Just to bigblight a few: Remember it was
~an/Bush that wanted to abolish the Department of Education. It
was~eagan/Busb that cut educational funding, but gave lip service to
financial improvement. Get mad because Reagan/Bush eliminated
Federal i\?ancial college asmtance programs that Blacks benefited
from. Get mad because under Reagan/Bush one-third more Blacks
live in poverty than eight years ago. Get mad because the
Reagan/Bush Administration bas allowed drugs to infiltrate our
country and has done little to prevent it. Instead, they cut deals with
heads of country's that grow and import drugs to all parts of the
world, including the U.S. Get mad because Relpn/Bush gave $700
per person per year in foreign aide to Israel versus the $2 per person per
year to Africa. Get mad because more of the Reagan/Bush cabinet appointments have swindled money from the government and have been
indicted for wrongdoing, than any other administration in history.
These facts alone should make you go to the polls and vote on
November 8th for Dukakis, but It not, you should go and vote for the
Blacks and Whites who gave their lives for you to have the right to
vote. You should vote for Martin Luther King, Jr., Medgar Evers,
Roy Wilkin~, Whitney Young, John F. Kennedy and others we don't
know who died for this privilege.
Jesse Jackson said in bis speech that "Mike Dukalds' forepareots
· came over on immigrant ships. My foreparents came over on slave
· ships. But whatever the original ship, we're in the same boat now."
Let us keep hope alive for ourselves and our young by voting on
· November 8th for DukaJds and Bentsen.

: Leo McCarthy For U.S. Senate
The Black Voice endorses Lt. Gov. Leo T. McCarthy,
: Democratic Candidate for U.S. Senate.
McCarthy's plans to shift one billion doUars from "Star Wars"
: research to drug reinforcement, a major concern in our nation, makes
: him an excellent choice for the job.
·
McCarthy proposed that $500 million of "Star Wars" money to
federal drug enforcement efforts and that the remaining $500 million
be distributed to local law enforcement agendes.
He also proposed that the federal government provide money for
: drug rehabilitation clinics from the sale of property seized in drug
: raids.
Some of the other issues that McCarthy supports are federal and
: state mstance for child care, affordable housing and health care,
: comprehensive nuclear test ban, pro choice and federal funding for
: abortion for poor women,, tougher economic sanctions against South
: Africa and legislation mandating clean air, clean water and ellmina'. tion of toxic waste.
McCarthy has made many trips to the Inland Empire and has
'. developed friendships with people we trust and respect in our community. His staff is a reflection of his beliefs in an America for all people.
Pete Wilson, on the other hand, has not been assessible in our
community, he hasn't written any legislation that is noteworthy. He
doesn't protect our environment, let alone seeing the rich resource in
people of different cultures.
McCarthy is impressive, hard hitting, sensitive, and concerned.
Our choice is McCarthy for the U.S. Senate.

,, We're voting

STEVE
CUNNISON
-for

.SUPERIOR COURT''
* Jack B. Clarke
** Rose
Oliver
Dr. Curtis and Rev. Diane Hemphill
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Vote Bacon in Rancho Cucamonga
The Black Voice endorses Vernestine Bacon for City Council in
Rancho Cucamonga. Mrs. Bacon was born in San Francisco and is a
graduate of Santa Monica CoUege where she received a degree in
Business Administration.
She is married, has two children and presently resides in Etiwanda where she is employed with Howard Hughes Properties as As.tjstant
to the Public Relations Director and the Vice-President of Finance.
Her job duties interface with the city, county, and state, where she bas
learned to handle community problems and solve them. She works
directly with the media and residents from the surrounding community.
She has worked in various organizations in the community and
bas volunteered for 13 years with Youth Athletic Oub, a non-profit
organization which provides Pop Warner football and other sports activities to 200 to 275 boys and girls in the Los Angeles community.
Mrs. Bacon says, "I can bring a lot of business experience and
knowledge of development to the Rancho Cucamonga City Council."
Bacon promises safer streets, competitive jobs, educational
growth and more communication between the city and residents if
elected to this office.
In Rancho Cucamonga, Vote for Bacon.

Vote Sonya Wilson In Lake Elsinore
Sonya Wilson has been on the Elementary Board of Education in
Lake Elsinore. She has been active in her church and in various community activities.
She is well-known throughout the state of Callfornia for her involvement in the California School Board Association and the Coalition of Black School Board Members.
She is a Business Education teacher in the High School District in
Lake Elsinore.
She bas a lot of self determination and will not let the mue of
unification deter her from seeking quality education for all children,
and Black children in particular.
Vote Sonya Wilson, who's name can be found on two different
slates.
'

Riordan For Third District
Barbara Cram Riordan has dedicated the major portion of her
life to public service in the city of Redlands as an elected official and in
the Qvil Service Commission and currently as Supervisor of the Third
District.
With the cumnt trend we are experiencing as the number one
fastest growing county (along with Riverside) in the country. We need
experienced, level headed, clear thinking representation on our County Board of Supervisors.
Her concern for the entire county will allow for moderate weU
planned growth, that will allow cities and townships to plan for the in~ population.
She looks for balance between business, housing, and recreation.
Her approach is to have everything develop together and not

destroy the hometown atmosphere the people want. She knows that a
no growth policy would be as destructive as a policy that will allow
developers to run wild.
The Brotherhood Crusade camp was an issue she dido't vasilate
on. When racism peeked its ugly head from off the mountain top, to
deny them a camp for Black children, she did not turn her back on the
issue.
She was there when we needed her, now she needs us. Let us show
our friends our support and go to the polls and take someone with
you, so that she can return as Supervisor of the Third District.

Congressman George E. Brown for Re-Election
Congressman George E. Brown, veteran statesman is the most
clear cut choice in the national election.
He Is one of the most respected men in Congress and this respect
~ him in getting his legislation accepted. He also sees that bis
district gets a fair share of grants so that our universities and agencies
can be successful.
Fairness has always been the doctrine that governs bis life.
He bas always made his staff available for the constituents of bis
district. His office reflects the community and the nation, be bas a fully integrated staff (race, age, etc).
He is liberal and a Chmtian and follows the commandments
given by God. He is opposed to the death penalty but not opposed to
punishment for crimes (or sins) committed. We mention this because it
seems this election is focused on that one issue.
John Paul Stark who professes to be a Christian should be
ashamed of himself for going against bis Christian principals in attempt to win the election.
This is not a treatise on the position of being for or against the
dealth penalty, the issue can be debated at a later date.
Con~an Brown has been good for our community our state
and our nation, we urge a vote for Congressman Brown.

Charles Ledbetter For Moreno Valley School Board
Experience, both on the Board of Education and in the classroom
makes Charles Ledbetter the right person to serve on the Board of
Education.
Ledbetter is also a long standing member of the Moreno Valley
community. He has been involved in the Uon's Oub, Rotary, the
Base Chapel D, and in the formation of the city. He bas been in the
forefront of good and balanced planning for this fast growing area.
Ledbetter was a former Board member and is a teacher in the
Perris School District.
His focus remains constant, Educating children.

Steve Clute For 68th
Assembly District
Steve Oute has been a loyal supportive Democrat. He is conservative
and fair.
He bas been assessible and
cooperative on issues and events. He
has been supportive of the Democratic
process that governs the protocol of
the Assembly.
It is because of his support of his
party, he has gained respect from his
-Democrat
and
Republican
coUeagues.He bas introduced legislation and conducted local hearings to
rid our communities of drugs.
He has introduced and supported
legislation to elevate the educational
opportunities of our young people and
to reduce student drop outs. An example of this was when he attended an
assembly at Lincoln Continuation
School and recognized the youth,
educational leaders, and community
leaders in awards for their summer
drug abuse prevention program.
His veteran legislation is outstanding. He is a man who wants the best
for his constituency. Vote Steve Oute
for the 68th Assembly District.

Vote Strong In Elsinore
Daniel W. Strong has been a
member of the Lake Elsinore High,
School Board of Education for two
tenns.
He holds both a Bachelor and
Masters Degree in Education. He is a
retired teacher, and has a lifetime
credential.
Strong is a veteran of World War
Il, a Sunday School teacher, Umpire
for Little League, a leader of Boy
Scouts of America.
Strong is active in the community,
he is a member of the Chamber of
Commerce, and the American Legion.
His platform is for higher
scholastic achievements, prevention of
student drop-outs, and stop gang problems before they start.
Daniel Strong is a good choice for
re~lection to the Board.

Your time is valuable. Your shopping convenience is important and, to
thousands of UFCW represented workers, your support Is needed. Food4-Less threatens the economic stability that UFCW unions have worked
hard to build over the past 50 years.
Shop at UFCW union represented stores for fast, friendly, convenient
service provided to you by workers who are protected by a strong and
caring union. You'll see the difference. You'll appreciate the extra attention and you'll be helping your friends and neighbors in the food Industry.

Shop At:
STATER'S• VONS• ALBERTSONS •PAVILIONS• LUCKY•
• GROCERY WAREHOUSE• ALPHA BETA•

BUT DON'T SHOP AT FOOD-4-LESS
A MESSAGE FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT UFCW LOCALS 1167 & 439
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Restore Cal-OSHA - Vote Yes on Prop 97

Proposition 99 - A Nightmare In Reverse
West Coast Black Publishers Editorial
Anti-smoking factions masquerading as the Coalition for a
• Healthy California are presently championing a ballot initiative
which, if passed, could be hazardous to the growth and well-being of
minority communities throughout the state.
Proposition 99 seeks to increase cigarette excise taxes by 250 percent, thus raising the cost of a pack of cigarettes from 10 to 35 cents
more a pack and the spectre of a whole new, immensely profitable industry for organized and gang-related crime • "buttlegging." At a
time when our law enforcement officers are working feverishly to fmd
solutions to gang warfare one bas to wonder why there "concerned
citizens" seem bent on doubling their load. One must also question
whether the Coalition would be more concerned about the iniative's
criminal implications, if the potential dangers were in their
neighborhood instead of ours.
This legislation also threatens the economies of our communities.
As excise taxes tend to take more money from poor and lower income
customers than they do from'the affluent, it means that there will be
far less discretionary funds available. Loss of such income could lead
to layoffs and higher unemployment • ills with which our communities
are only too well aquainted.
In its present form, Proposition 99 doesn't even guarantee that
the bulk of the revenue it generates will go to those from whom it takes
the largest bite. Literature from the Coalition for a Healthy California
states that the $650 million the new tax would bring would go to
health research. Ooser examination reveals that health research would
receive the smallest portion of the funds, a paltry five percent. Doctors
who agree to treat uninsured patients and the medical industry would
receive 45 percent, but it would seem that the lack of regulatory provisions would encourage rather than prevent abuse.
The reality of Proposition 99 is that it offers something for the
rich, the criminals, even the environmentalists who stand to gain five
percent of the pie. Everyone wins except for those whom it burdens the

most. A Robin Hoodism in reverse, this initiative runs counter to the
very principles upon which this country was founded.
It must be defeated.

Johnny Pearson in 37th
The Black Voice endorses Johnny Pearson of Perris for the
Democratic Congressional Candidate of the 37th District.
This rrrst time congressional candidate who was the recipient of
the Certificate of Outstanding Community Achievement of Vietnam
Era Veterans from the President of the United States and the County
of Riverside, says he will work to bring about more open, honest and
compassionate kind of leadership for all Americans.
Pearson has shown bis support in the past when he supported the
" notch baby" protesters, a group of elderly who said they are not getting sufficient Social Security funds llJld also with his support of
medical care and AIDS victims. He also supports other issues such as
higher minimum wages, better medJcal care, fmancing public education and hiring more teachers.
We are disappointed in Con~man McCandless, he bas voted
against all that Martin Luther King and other Blacks died for. He
voted against the Martin Luther King holiday. He bas supported bills
that have hurt Black people.
Johnny Pearson is the alternative for the job.

With the stroke of his pen Governor Deukmejian wiped out the
funding for Cal-OSHA. This act disemboweled the program and
dispersed its staff.
This left Federal OSHA as the sole regulatory agency in tenns of
safety for the worker and the protection of the environment for our
grandchildren.
During the second half of 1987 under Federal OSHA there were
101 private sector workplace deaths campared to 66 the last six
months of 1986 under Cal-OSHA. Work related injuries and illnmes
rose by 2,438 incidents in the last half of 1987.
During the first nine months under Federal OSHA the total
workplace inspections dropped by 65 percent compared to Cal-OSHA
inspections in the same 9 month period one year earlier.
Cal-OSHA had tight limits, a quick response time and prosecuted
violators.
Federal OSHA remains inferior and impotent.
Do not lose sight of private industries' track record during the industrial revolution with child labor, mining accidents in the 1940's,
asbestos cover-ups and toxic waste dumping in our streams and across
our lands in their pursuit of the dollar.
Send a clear and resounding message to Governor Deukmejian
informing him that he has a high responsibility to provide the best
possible protection for our loved ones in the workplace and to save the
Califom.la environment for all to e!Jjoy.
Vote yes on Prop 97.
PAID POLfTICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Read
The Black Voice
Today

Keep
FRANCES NELSON

atRCC
Vote NO on Recall
.

RECALL MEASURE - SCHOOLS
Shall Frances J. Nelson be recalled (removed)
from the office of Member of the
Governing Board of the Riverside
Community College District?

F

YES
NO

-

PAID POLfTICAL ADVERTISEMENT

.[81 Integrity

VOTE FOR

Charles W. Ledbetter

[81 Leadership

Moreno Valley Board of Education

[81 Experience

NOV.8

.

Qualified -Available - Has lntegnty
Unselfish
Educator
Writer
Counselor

We Support Dorothy Gates For RCC Board of Trustees
v PAY FOR

"CHARLESW~'i:'EDBETTEK

WE NEED SINCERE DEDICATED PEOPLE WHO HAVE
OUR CHILDREN'S WELFARE AS A NUMBER ONE
PRIORITY!

9

Citizens For Educational Responsibility

PAID POLfTICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Susan Purkbart

Please Vote For
Judge

Vic Saraydarian
For Superior Court
Experience
Four Years Municipal Court Judge
Nine Years Deputy District Attorney
Five Years Private Civil Practice

Fleeted Four Years Ago at the "People's" Judge

He still cares about people

ARJUNA (VIC) SARAYDARIAN

1Vf

Laura Burg
Mrs. Bert Van Hom
Austin Turner
Carol Goodman
Edward Sadler
Carolyn Thorsen
Joy Defenbaugh
Rae Williams
Marvin Miller
Cynthia Bain
Dr. Lulamae Qemons
Margaret Bradshaw
Margaret Martin
Laurie S. Staude
Janet M. Green

ENDORSED BY
Black Voice Newspaper
Jesse Washington• Pellis Councilmember
Attorney Harry Downs
Attorney Mary Ellen Daniels
Paid Political Advertisement

Beverly Berliner
Patricia Veitch
Barbara P. Gardner
Bob McGinnis
Lucille E. Fallon
Norma O'Leary
John O'Leary
Edon Weebler
Marjorie Weehler
Mary J. Gentle
Margo Gease
Paul Scott
Nicole Rellin
Faune Daily
Margaret Waters
Vtrginia Lewis
Eunice Montgomery
Helen St. Qair

Nonna Ulery
Betty McQarthy
Bette Powell
. Doug Powell
Dr. Dina Stallings
Sandee M. Binyon
Eoise C. Emerson
Vll"ginia Dorson
Lois Cresgy
Eeanor Chapman
Lew Brusca •
PatBrusca
John W. Bryant
Grace Bryant
Barbara Kazmierski
Lomune Pszczola
Gretchen P. Adams
Katherine Jahns Newton
Richard Newton
Kathy Plymette
Wilma C. Holladay
Beatriz T. Marre
GuDlanaMarre
Marjorie Mcfarlane
Dan Moore
Betty Landes
Pastor Jim Schroff
Carol Wynsma
Peggy Hansen
Harry M. Cecil
Mary F. Cecil
Flo Kent
Debra Schultz
Melvin Thorson

Amy Jones
Jane Endeman
Gladys J. Preston
Ira Fallon
Eunice Moore
Robert Bndsbaw Susan Kazmierski
Nancy Kazmierski
May Frasher
Dr. Sylvia Shennan
Dr. Robert Peterson
.Dr. Loren Smith
Betty Lewison
Dr. Walter Schuiling
Fma Schuiling
Joan Harwell
Helen Wilkinson
Laura Feit
Dr. Joe Hearn
Uly Heam
Vaudls bbrt
Janet Paule Reynolds
Mary K. Garrett
George Zaharopoulos
Dr. Kathy Zaharopoulos
June Yamamoto Bastajian
Thelma Knea
Ann Rafter
Dr. James E. Young
Win Carl
Kathy Smith
John Dabney
Bettye Dabney

VOTE GATES NOV. 8 [81
PAID FOR BY 111E COMMl'ITEE TO ELECI' OOR01HY GATFS, ~ BRAEMAR PL. RIVERSIDE, MARGARET MARTIN,
TREASURER
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Sample Ballot
PROPOSITIONS

Take This Sample Ballot To The Polls With Yon

Prop78

Yes

•
Michael S. Dukakis
Uoyd Bentsen
U.S. President / Vice-President

X

Leo McCarthy

X

Recall on Riverside Community College Board Members
MEASURES

U.S. Senator
George E. Brown
U.S. Congress 36th District

'X

Johnny Pearson
u·.s. Congress 37th District

X

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
Jqhn D. Hobbs
66th Assembly District

(write-in candidate) X

B~bara Riordan
3rd District Supervisor

X

Sam Curtis
Mayor - Qty of Rialto

X

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
Steve Oute
68th Assembly District

X

Arjuna " Vic" Saraydarian
J~dge of the Superior Collrt

X

the so called "growth management initiative,"
promised it would solve our county's growing
traffic problem. They also promised that Measure B would manage growth while protecting
fanners, lowering taxes and even cleaning
our arr.

Read the fine print
Measure B doesn't solve any of these
problems. It doesn't remove one car, fix one
freeway, keep one person from moving to our
county, nor do anything else its supporters
promise.
It doesn't even manage growth. Instead,
Measure B shifts future growth from unincorporated areas to our cities- and it hurts
people!
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Ray Tanner
Charles White
Charles Grace

X

Lake Elsinore School Districts
Daniel Strong (high school)
Sonya Wilson (elementary)

X
X

Vote Yes on Unification
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X
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Candidates Should _Be
Judged By Their Records.

Hurts people
Rather than solve our county's growth
problems, Measure B hurts people. Young
working families, renters, seniors on fixed
incomes and fanners are hit the hardest. But,
what would you expect from a law that was
drafted in secret without the benefit of open
hearings or public debate?

Makes things worse
Decide for yourself. We urge you to read
Measure B's fine print before you vote. If youcl
like, we'll send you a complete copy of Measure B, absolutely free.

Residents for Responsable Planning
(714) 275-0500

Congressman
George Brown

John Paul Stark

What has he done: A LOll

What has he done: Nothing.

• Working for ant~drug programs
in our schools.

• Ran for and lost th ree times
for Congress.

• Wrote the 1980 law that provides equal participation
for women and minorities
in sc ience.

• Sold insurance.

/
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• Worked with Senator Kennedy
to enact the Job Training
Partnership Program, to
provide job skills for d isplaced
workers.

3601 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92501
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Prop81

No

DON'T BE FOOLED
BY BIG PROMISES
d e Fine Print
, Thesmall group that backs Measure 8 -

No

MeasureB

DON'T

Riverside Community College District
Dorothy Gates
Alan D. Pauw
Francis Nelson
Riverside Unified School District
No Endorsement

Prop80
No

Moreno Valley Oty Council

Yes

MeasldeW
S.B. Qt Charter

Yes

MeasureA
Do Not Increase Sales Tax!

Charles Ledbetter
Moreno Valley Unified School District

X

Pierra Ranking
Fo~ana City Council

Prop79
No
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• Helped secure funds for local
Youth Intervention programs
to keep kids off drugs and
out of gangs.
• Fought to.expand the Head
Start Program for necessary
early childhood education.
• Worked to pass the Omnibus
Drug Enforcement, Education
and Control Act in 1986 and
the Omnibus Drug Initiative Act
of 1988.

The record is clear.
John Paul Stark is
a three time loser.
Congressman George
Brown is there when
you need him.
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Paid for by the

Keep
George Brown
In Congress
Committee.
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